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Admissions for the nine senior
colleges of CUNY are up 5.2 percent over last year.
The applicant pool of students
with high school averages above 85
is up more than five percent.
The executive board of the Day Session Student Government appointed Michael Bigger executive
treasurer at their Feb. 23 council
meeting.
Ben Stanski, council member.
motioned that the DSSG condemn
the proposed liberal use of
TBA/STAFF in the schedule of
classes, as opposed to posting sections with professor names. The
motion was approved.
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The Report: An Update
Freshmen early admissions to the
City University of New York for
Fall 1989 have increased 4.3 percent
university-wide.
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New Committee
Enables Students
To Give
Feedback On
Prospective
Teachers
By COLLEEN TIGHE

By MICHAEL KEELY

WiIsoa Shum, dlairman of the finallte

rommiltee•

.'I'eacher.
(Continuedon Page A 7, Column I)
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Award
Draws
Fourteen
Nominations
By BARBARA MEISSNER

1--------------,------------------1
Each semester nominations are
taken for teacher excellence awards.
which are awards given to teachers
for outstanding achievement, according to a letter distributed by
John McGarraghy. acting provost.
S<> far 14 professors have been
nominated. according to Katherine
Cortis, executive assistant to the
provost.
The Office of the Dean of
Students distributed 500 nomination ballots to student organizations
uclubs. their leaders." and placed
the remaining ballots "in different
strategic locations," said Curtis.
Out of the 500 ballots
distributed. professors have received more than one nomination,
noted Curtis.
The deadline for nominating a
professor was Friday, March 13.
There have been 24 award recipients
since 1979. "If they received the
teaching award once." stated Curtis, "they are not eligible a second
time. "
Professors can be nominated by a
or by a fellow colleague, said Curtis. The professor does not see the
(Continued on Page A6, Column 1)
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Parenting
Center
I Provides
; Day Care
Services.

Joel Segal., pnsideftl of Banc:h.

Letter Writing
Campaign Protests
Proposed Budget Cuts
By HOLLY HI1TMAN

,INSIDE:

By WILLIAM ST. WUlS

Mltcllell Cooper. .pjter co.ncil
member. Is tn~ed I. set1hII .., lile
parnd. . cnlft.

According to Mitchell Cooper,
upper council member of the Day
Session Student Govern~ent, a
parent resource c enter might be
operating in Baruch sometime after
spring break. The center. which
would function as a babysitting
facility. would be located on the second floor of the Student Center.
137 E. 22nd St.
(Continued on Page A6. Column 3)
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A letter writing campaign coordinated by The CUNY Legislative
ACtion Council, is under way
at Baruch. The objective of the
campaign is to flood the State
Legislature with approximately
50,000 letters primarily during the
month of March when the budget
for the state of New York is up for
consideration in order to influence
Legislature to restore money to I
CUNY which the Governor's pro- I
posed budget has taken away. ac(Continued on Page A6, Column 3)
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2 Black 2 Strong...
Founded in 19"2

A PAT ON THE BACK

Perhaps Thompson is indulging in some bullheaded rnetoric;
That's part of his charm, what
makes him closer to Malcolm X
than Martin Luther King.

Caitlin Mollison
editor-in-chief

Anne E. Schwimmer
The Day Session Student Government must be commended for their efforts and their attempts to make life a better place for Baruch students. This semester alone, our student
government has arranged a bus trip to Albany to protest the budget cut, voiced strong opposition to the possibility of not using professor's names in the Schedule of Classes and helped to
organize Health Awareness Week. It appears that the DSSG is working hard for Baruch
students and this year's government is the most committed one this college has seen in recent
years.
In the past, the DSSG and The Ticker locked horns many times on important issues.
Because it is our purpose to do so, we have criticized the student government when they have
taken wrongful actions, or spent student fee money in inappropriate ways. As always, government has made some mistakes this year, but the number of beneficial things they have done
has so far outweighed these errors.
.
What remains to be seen now that the government is implementing many advantageous
changes, is to what extent the student body is willing to stand behind their government and
support them. This can be done in many ways including actively participating in government
spon.sared ~rograrns, dropping them a line or two in the form of suggestions or simply
reading their newsletter to keep up-to-date on what's going on.
Remember that a student government can only be as effective as the willingness cn the part of
its constituents to take advantage of what it offers. Because every student In this college pays
student activity fees, it is in each student's best interest to make the most of their financial investment.

managing editor
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George VecseylSports of the
Times

Barbara A. Meissner
news editor .

Linda Zuech
features editor
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Martin Starkey
arts editor

Mickey Kramer
sports editor

John C. Tse
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Christopher A. Ward
advertising manager

Nexar R. Cedeno
business manager

Diane Leppek
office manager

Glen J. Spangler

VOTE TO SAVE BARUCH

cartoonist
copy editing staff

If you think that the services at Baruch stink now, just wait and see what will happen if the
proposed $60 minion budget cut goes through.
Rumor has it that the administration is already trying to anticipate the cut by cancelling
summer classes. A hiring freeze is in effect: no new teaching staff can behired,even to replace
departing professors.
I f the cut is instituted, about 75 of Baruch's teaching positions will be left unfilled and the
resulting battles for classes will make registration even more of a blood-bath than it already is.
Obviously, the cut will likely strangle any and all of the college's plans for an expanded and
better campus. In other words, we can all just kiss the new library good-bye.
Foreign and out-of-state students are already literally paying the price for the proposed
t , .idget cuts.
Many students gripe about the unimportance of their vote in general elections. Here is a
chance for them to prove this untrue. The collective votes of the Baruch student body can be
us ed as a big stick to whack our state legislators into line. If you have no other criteria to base
your vote on - then vote on whether the Governor and our state senators have supported
Baruch. Let's kick out the politicians who don't, but first let's write them all a lot of letters
letting them know what is on the line - our education and their jobs.

Quotation of the Fortnight
•'OUT role as academics is to teach the reading of books even if they are controver-

sial. "
-

Sylvia Rackow, English

Department adjunct lecturer

next issue: April 11
closing date for ad copy: April 5
•
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When doing research for a recent OP-ED on Proposition 42, I
came across the comments
above in The New York Times.
Proposition 42 is the new NCAA
rule that would prevent athletes
who score lower than 700 on the
SAT to be eligible for scholarships. Vecsey's comments on
the protest of Georgetown
coach John Thompson reflect
on how the mainstream has
distorted the historical record
and legacy of both Martin
Luther King and Malcolm X.
King has become a god-like
dreamer. Every year, around the
time of his birthday, we are inundated with a prostituted image of him. Instead of focusing
on King's role as leader of a
great movement, we focus on
King as a great man. Malcolm X
has unfortunately become a
crazy radical.
Vecsey's comments are a
subtle criticism of John Thompson. By associating him with an
individual who is negatively
perceived by the mainstream,

O.P-ED

Thompson: A Modern Heir To King?
By MICHAEL G. ROBINSON

the same negative perception
may be transferred to Thompson.
This article is not meant to be
referendum
on
the
a
philosophies of either Dr. King
or Malcolm X. I intend to examine Thompson's actions to
see if they are cons istent with
King's philosophy on nonviolent
direct action. If they are, then
Vecsey's comments have no
merit.

Thompson and his supporters
can point to SAT results that imply that the test is geared
towards the dominant group in
this society, the male, middle
and upper class W.A.S.P. While
College Board President Donald
Stewart will say that the disparity between white and black
scores reflects unequal education and not cultural bias, the
fact that women score lower
than men but outperform them

ing been accorded what is probably the greatest honor a college basketball coach can
tims of a broken promise."
The detractors of Prop 42 receive, coach of the U.S. Olymalso engaged in negotiation. pic team. He was firmly in the
One must recall that it was a mainstream. By protesting as
result of their objections tnat he did, he 'alienated himself
from the NCAA leadership.
led to the passage ofProp 4B, a
much weaker version of Prop 42 Because of his action, the
in 1985. When Prop 42 again NCAA was scrutinized by the
came before the NCAA voting national media. Because -of his
body, Thompson and his sup- action, there was a national
porters vigorously lobbied debate that Questioned whether
or not the NCAA was a racist
agai nst its passage, but lost.
Self-purification, as describ- organization.
People that desire leadership
positions in an oroanization
quickly learn not to make
waves; they learn not to make
trouble. John Thompson has
created a tidal wave. If this
issue had surfaced before the
decision to select the 1988
ed by King, refers to the
Olympic basketball coach had
preparation that proponents of
been
ade and Thompson
direct aetlon go through. They
acted in an
ntical manner, he
have to prepare themselves to
would not hav
een given the
be able to give up something
honor of coaching the U.S.
they value to serve a higher
team. He has paid a price.
order. As King wrote, "We
The final step is direct action,
began a series of workshops on
So while King and his followers
nonviolence, and we repeatedly
would take to the streets of Birasked ourselves: 'Are you able
mingham, Thompson would
to accept blows without
walk off the court at the Capital
retaliating?"
Centre in Landover, Maryland
John Thompson also went
and refuse to coach until the
through the self - purification
NCAA responded to his
process. One must real ize that
demands.
he had reached the pinnacle of
success in his profession, hav(Continued on Page .44, Col. 4)

"Because of Thompson's actions, there was a national
debate that questioned whether or not the NCAA was a
racist organization. "
-

.

In

his Letter from a Birmingham Jail, King outlined the
four basic steps involved in any
nonviolent campaign: collection
of facts to determine whether
injustices exist, negotiation,
self-purification and direct action.
Institutionalized segregation,
s ep a rate treatment in the
criminal justice system, unsolved bombings of black homes
and churches. led King to write,
"Tnere can be- no gainsaying
the fact that racial injustice
engulfs this [Birmingham] community."

SIGN OF THE TIMES

in college should raise questions about the reliability of the
SAT as a predictor of future college performance. A credible
case can be made that the SAT
is unfair to women, people of
color and the poor.
King and his followers did
negotiate with Birmingham's
political and economic leadership. In fact, they were promised that the humi liating racial
signs, that were in many of the
stores, would be removed. But
as King would write, "As the
weeks and months went by, we
realized that we were the vic-

-

THf KlllJNG£l£WS.

By RANDEL STEVEN STUBBS
Illegal drugs 'are destroying
the moral fiber of our civilized
society. As the influx of drugs
increases so do murders, robberies, addictions and arrests.
Ironically, what's not increasing
is a sensible investment in combatting the drug war through
education. Education may be
t he way to reduce the demand
which will in turn cut the

scoptv.

congressional studies show the
military may actually aid, ill
some cases, the flow of drugs
into the country. The Reverend
Jesse Jackson of Chicago.
has said t hat America, with its
few thousand miles of border,
can't possibly perform an adequate job securing its borders,
and what we must do is to
seriously invest in the area of
education.
The Bush Administration is

the stability of drug- producing
countries and our relations with
them are more important than
using the weapon necessary to
fight a real drug war - money.
The government has a
responsibility to the American
people to use whatever
resources it has on hand to
punish drug producing countries don't comply with the laws
regarding their roles in reducing
the American soil. The law re-

"Some congressional studies show the
military may actually aid, in some cases,
the flow of drugs into the country. "
Quite often during elect·lon
years, American citizens are
entertained with the thought of
possible remedies for our drug
ills. Politicians will mention the
interdiction of the armed forces,
cutting off aid to drug producing countries, the death penalty
for drug dealers and the
pathetic cry for drug legalization. All the while some, knowingly or unknowingly, ignore the
weapon which may have a
moderate chance of success,
an enormous investment in drug
education among the nation's
young.
The Reagan Administration
tested using the armed forces in
an attempt to curtail importation of drugs on our borders,
with very limited results. Some

taking the same position as the
former administration had in
regard to cutting economic aid
to the drug producing countries.
A State Department report to
the Congress of the United
States reads: "Political and
economic instability in drug·
producing areas around the
world have resulted in the
subordination of our drug- control agenda to other pressing
concerns."
In simple terms, the State
Department is saying that
America must not hurt drugproducing nations because it
might be against our diplomatic
or economic interests. According to A.M. Rpsenthal of The
New York Times, the presidents
seem to be informing us that

decided that "the imposition
and carrying out of the death
penalty was cruel and unusual
pu-nishment in violation of the
Eighth Amendment to the Constitution." The Court then contradicted itself and left open the
possibility that the death penalty might be constitutional if imposed for certain crimes and applied uniformly.
While many may recall the
Old Testament scripture of "Do
unto others as you would like
others to do unto you."
criminologists' studies have
never established a direct relationship between the death
penalty and the murder rate. It
has not been proven to be a
deterent.

quires that such countries must
reduce' their role as producers
Many citizens feel the death
or transit centers or face losi ng penalty is justifiable, while
American aid, loans, tariff others consider it to be a cruel
benefits and air travel accords. and barbaric way to handle proIf the president feels in any way blems in a complex society.
that implementation of the law When I think about the thin line
will harm our national interest, between drug dealers and
then there is simply no penalty. death, I think of Plato when he
But a responsible president said that the invisible cast a
must not put national interest shadow. The connection betbefore human interest. Presi- ween the two is such: When an
dents must come to reason that irrational person carries a gun
implementation of such laws for use he subconsciously
should
not
only
be awaits death, if it comes, fine. If
"diplomatically expedient" but it doesn't, fine. TAe shadow of a
also "morally compelling."
dealer is a shadow of death.
In 1972, the Supreme Court
The nation's capital has turnruled in the historic case 'IIFurman vs. Georgia," to ban the ed into the killing fields
death penalty, as it was then because of the rampant drug
imposed in 34 states. The Court shootouts occurri ng almost dat-

ly. Niqnttine recently reported
that a person (to a large degree
either a minority or an innocent
bystander) is three times more
likely to be killed in Washington
D.C. than in New York City due
to shootouts over drug turf.
As the killing and the drugs
from other countries flow, many
people feel the need to abandon the war in which we have
not begun to fight. Kurt
Schmoke, Mayor of Baltimore at
a meeting of the U.S. Conference of Mayors called for a

(Continued on Page A4, Col. 5)
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OP-ED
Caribbean Emigrants Should
Support Their Homeland
By COLIN ROACH
undergo development if the
The emigration of Caribbean
majority of its nationals abroad
youth to North America, is a
are willing to slave to develop a
definite hazard to the region left
foreign land? Especially a land
behind. The region suffers from
the on-going myth that America
that does not accept them? It is
is the land of opportunity. Since
with no apologies that I use the
Caribbean people share cornterm slave. The hope and expecmon culture and customs, there
tation of personal growth that
needs to be a more patriotic
these peoples of the Caribbean
view of ourselves, our countries . hang onto can be paralled to imand the Caribbean as a whole.
patient slaves awaiting the
The conception of coming to
news of the abolition of slavery.
America to do better for
Meanwhi Ie, we are enslavec in
ourselves needs to be revised.
sophisticated ways and are
The atrocity of Caribbean
made to believe that we are propeoples' detachment from their
gressing because we dress
native lands will have an
European style and labor in the
adverse long-term effect. This
offices
of
hate
and
process of working and learning
prejudice. What is selfabroad should run deeper than
defeating and paradoxical is
one based on individual
how we appear to one another
idealism alone. We should have
and how we really are. At home
an agenda to aid the advancewe do not experience the
ment of our parents, cousins,
frustrations common in the U.S.
friends and others at home.
But, it seems that as long as we
The seeds of repatriation
are not 'enslaved' by our own
should be planted in all of our
people or government, but ingardens. Selfishness in our
stead by those who once
quest for success, especially in
enslaved our ancestors, such
a foreign land, is self-defeating.
experiences are justifiable. This
The common belief that the
is the psychological slavery of
Caribbean has nothing to offer
_which I speak.
needs to be geared in another
Though I despise the system,

direction and be transferred to a
positive tone. Realistically
speaking, how does one expect
to live with litt~ frustrat-on in
another man's land? My colleagues and neighbors who
entertain such dreams live a lie. The
elements of society then call opportunities are in fact distractions, nothing else. When asked
about the comfort they seek to
acquire in the on-going process
of bettering themselves, most
of them speak of dreams. not
realities.
Let us be overly brave and ac·
cept the real ities of society with
respect to non-whites - most
of us Caribbean peoples. We exist in a vacuum of racism and
prejudice. A typical agenda for
an aspiring youth is to come to
the U.S. to earn the qualifications that will enable our
legitimate enhancement. Let's
now look at a common
scenario. We are abroad and in
our final year at school on the
verge of earnIng that all-lrnportant diploma Somewhere between our arrival and now, our
agenda has been displaced. It is
In this milieu that the opportunities become distraction.
We, as a people, have been
polarized by the media and its
goal: to distort. The mental ity of
repatriating to help development at home has now been
lost. Our drive has now become
a stagnant one of individual Ism.
Can the Caribbean islands

it is my regional brothers and
sisters who disappoint me. One
good element born out of the
new Caribbean dilemma is the
acceptance of the necessary
speak of struggle needed to survive. This talk of struggle
however, needs to be rightly
geared into patriotism. Our
talents need to be exploited in
our birth places and not in the
land that conspires to continuously steal imported intellect. There desperately needs
to be self-deportat ion to the
Caribbean. This period should
be thought of as a specific
period of exile. With this in
mind, the lure of a selfish guest
for individual growth can now
be channelled in a more
patriotic and responsible
way. My plea is that we plan
strategic agendas for the
development of the Caribbean
through our participation.
The person who comes looking for a better life has not been
mentioned as yet. Observing
these fol ks looki ng for a better
life I hope to ernphaslze the
slavery of Caribbean women as
commodities. Advertised in the
newspapers often, are opportunities for the female sex
through domestic employment.
What is frightening is the blindness of the Caribbean and its
inability to recognize the
degradation of our women.
Most will easily agree that
these domestic jobs will hardly
be undertaken by these very

To answer those who question the purpose of direct action, we can again turn to the
Letter from a Birmingham Jail
where King wrote, "Nonviolent
direct act ion seeks to create
such a crisis and foster such a
ten slon that a community which
has constantly refused to
. negotiate is forced to confront
the issue. It seeks to dramatize
the issue so that it can no
longer be ignored."
Constructive nonviolent tension brought about by the marches, sit-ins and the demonstrations, led to the desegregation

same
wo rnen
in
their
homelands. Again, for the
frivolous lure for distractions,
compromise of identity seems
to be a casual cri me. Should my
woman decide to undertake
such a journey in slavery, she
will have to go alone.
Young girls: and old women,
speak of doing live-in jobs, such
as cleaning and personal care
to get a green card to 'better'
themselves. This identity compromise has the destructive effects of breaking up families
while the females experience
psychological disarray. Again
this is a form of slavery.
No
doubt these women are paid for
their services, but these slaves
are often drops in a bucket for
their employers. Also, the agony
and displeasure with which
these women work can be
thought of as worthy struggle.
As mentioned earlier, this integral sacrifice, in the struggle
42.'~
for independence, needs to take
on a more' patriotic role. Why
won't these women do these of Birmingham. John Thompjobs at home (the Caribbean)? Is . son's use of direct action led to
it because they do not feel the postponement of Prop 42.
ashamed working for the
Vecsey's comparison has no
merit and merely illustrates his
ignorance of the phi losophies
. oL~!h Pr~.. King.and Malcolm X.
Rowever;" I hope that readers
don't interpret my comments to
be a repudjat~n of MalcoJm; it
is he who adorns my bedroom
wall at home.

C'John Thompson's

use of direct

action led to the

postponement of
Prop

children of the slave traders of
four centuries ago? Are we
ashamed to work for ourselves?
I wonder.
The evidence of the persevering slave trade in the U.S. is
maybe not as apparent as that
we read of in history book. But,
it exists today under a new
mask, a mask of "opportunity."
The exploitation of Caribbean
peoples can only be realized if
we fight for its termination. My
personal observations show me
that after the acquisition of
the green card not many of us
do much better than we did
before leaving the Caribbean.
This is due to the blindness in
Caribbean peoples in their
agenda-less quest for a better
life. Our priorities should
always be based on the restoration of the Caribbean and its
ultimate proqress. It is deepseated in my conceptual thinking that he who migrates
without an agenda that closes
with repatriation is narrowvisioned and maybe blind. My
plea is that we gear our struggles and sacrifices in the direction of our birthplaces, in the
Caribbean. Be patriotic.
My suggestion to those of us
abroad is that we begin to
strategically plan agendas to
ensure our return to our Carib.
bean Islands. And to the
emigrants before the 80's, I commend you on your success thus
far and wish you continued success.

(Continued.ftom Poge A3)

(Continud from Page M)

"The exploitation l!f_ Caribbean P.li9/!-1es.
can only be realized if we
fight for its termination. "
.

DRUGS

THOMPSON

As the nation's leaders decry
the seeming decline in the
values of young people and attribute the drug epidemic to
this, it is good to know that
there are still educators, like
John Thompson, who instill
character in young people. His
protest reminds us that
sometimes one has to stand up
for what one believes.

full-scale study of the feasibility
of drug legalization. Mayor
Schmoke feels legaliZing drugs
would eliminate the enormous
profits it nourishes. A New York
Times editorial reported this is
reminiscent of the issue of prohibition, in which alcohol was
legalized, profits eroded,
however, it created a generation
of mobsters. Nevertheless, we
will still have an underground of
drug illegality.
Charles Rangel, Democrat of
N. Y., chairman of the House
Select Committee on Narcotics
Abuse and Control, said drug
legalization is ridiculous
because we haven't received
adequate funding to engage in
war. Mr. Range I also stated
there are many unanswered
questions such as: Who will administer the dosages- the state
or the individual? What quantity
of drugs would each individual
be allowed to get?
All of the previously mentioned may enable us to reach
moderate success. We must
strive to educate the young
children of our nation of the
effects drugs will have on them
and society. Just as dealers
recruit children for "runners" in
the drug war, we must push for
a drug-education curriculum at
an extremely young age, the age
when children are in their "innocent years" from four years on
up.
This may be the final avenue
our nation must cross if we
want to stop talking of a drug
war and start marching to one.
The criminal justice system is
overwhelmed, but the schools
don't have drug -education programs. If President Bush wants
history to remember him as the
"education president"
he
should focus educational
policies into investing into the
nation's future and put aside
our "national interest" in place
of a national crisis.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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A spedal offer for students,
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If you want to go places. it's time for the American
Express" Card.
Because now vou can take advantage ofnew travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlvforfull-tillze
students U '00 carry the American Express Card.
Travel privileges that offer:
.~
Two $99 roundtrip tickets-fly to many of
NORTIiWEST the more than 180 cities ~rved by NorthAIRLINES
west in th~ contiguous 48 United .States.
LOOK TO US
Only one ticket may be used per SlXmonth period.
SpeaalQuarterlyNortbues: Desmation Deceunts
througlxJut 1969-up to 25% offmost available fares.
5,000 bonusmiles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS~
free travel program-where only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States orCanada-upon
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enrollment through this special student offer.
And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and persona) service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember. you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your ~orthwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.*
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call1-800-942-AMEX.
We'll take your application andbegin to process it
right away What's more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you're still in
school.
:"
Apply now Fly later "
-for less.
.~_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliii
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"Fare isfor roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must bepurchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and noitinerary cha~ges may be
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funds directly fr orn the College
Association, and The Ticker. The
Report er, and H,B.WB radio. which
receive their budgets from the Cornmunicat ions Board.
"The Finance Committee review-,
eighty or more dub budgets per
ycar , which represents roughly
. three hundred work hours," said
\\ ilson Shurn , the- Chairman of the
Finance Committee.
"There was a problem in the
beginning of the year because clubs
could not receive their money in
time to recruit new members. and
l hat it would take at least two mon-

before they would
funds." S hum said.

-_ Center

get the

(Continued from Front Page)

According to Shurn , the new
budgetary process has just begun,
and all budget approved this year
w i ll be available for the followi ng
vcar .

The new process will alleviate the
problems of clubs having no funds
to hold activities. Since the clubs
will have I he money to hold act i v i t ie s earlier,
according to
Aylman , the new process win,
"casc the push for space in the fall
...crnester which gets concentrated
down to a five week period."
The new committee has yet to
decide how to go about implementing the new proposal '"The ideas is
there. but how it's eoinc to be done
is not a well known fact. Shum
said. Shum added that the Finance
Committee had asked for responses
from individual dubs in the DSSG
newsletter. hut he has not received
any formally. "Of the informal
responses I did rcceiv e all were
positive." said Shurn.

~

1

Carl Avlman , director of student ac-

•'The idea has been proposed and
passed by council. but part of the
proposal call" for a new Finance
Committee to he formed, "he
said

lhiti('....

- - - - - -------------.-.

Awards
t Conitnued .from Fru.-1 1

Pa zc)

name of any ...;1 udcru \\I1\.) normnate-,
l.irn. however. when a colleague
giv es nomination he is identified.
according to Curti".
Once a teacher ha- b e e n
n orni nated , stated Curti", "\\'c
wr ite H) them, if they're int cr cvt cd
they s h o u ld . . u b rn i : c e r i a i n
materi als ." "Some choose not to
partici pate and "l irne do," added
<.. urt is.
Ballots were sent to all faculty
~7;embers ask ing them if they wi ... hed
.o nominate 3 ~(,lleat!ue, according
~p Curti".
The final dcci ... ion. ,\ hich i-. made
"'y Joel Segall. pre-idem of Baruch.
h going ro
be announced at the
June commencemcnt
according to Curti".

Ill' Ho~or .()f~oJDen'sHistory
,
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"
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added that, "The basic
assurnpt ion of the 88-89 Finance
Committee was that most of the execut ives we met were eager to have
their clubs excell and do mare
events. especially in the first IWO
months. I t is partially under [hat
~ assumption that this decision has
'- been made to do t he budget
.<
:r earlier .,

_._ ------

;':0-. .

The Parent Resource Center has
received $1000 dollars from the
Dssa for start up costs. Neither
CUNY or Baruch has contributed
any money to the center. According
to Duggan. CUNY does provide aid
but only to daycare centers. "(f you
have daycare usually what happens
is CUNY provides aid with the condition that the college picks up onethird of the costs, but we can't present the proposal since Baruch does
not have the space, so its a catch 22 .
They can't fund a center that we
don •t have," said Duggan.
According to Duggan, the Parent
Resource Center will. on an
: emergency basis only, be able to
! watch a maximum of five children
I at one time. Apart from providing
! parents with information. a parent
,who m~t ~tendc~~willbeabk~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
: to l~ave her c~ild in the center and !Debra Rick-Duggan, assistant director of student acttvltles, ~ resp~nsible for getting
retneve the child after class. Accor- ~l1e parenting lar~e1)' resource center opened for students With children.
----:J
ding (0 Duggan the center will be '
------.- ----able to accomodate the schedules of
We need help from anywhere we
between 15 to 20 mothers a day and
can get it," she said.
as many in the evening. The
To join this program a student
children will be supervised by
cannot
simply fill out a form and
mothers who have breaks in their
drop off their child Duggan said.
schedules Duggan said that the
According to Orellana, a student inmothers would like a hired babysitterested in the program needs to
ter in the near future, "we would
contact Duggan and participate in
like to hire someone because in a
some
of the informal meetings that
given schedule if a mother is home
the mothers hold.
and other mothers will be left with
no coverage. We would like soChild care at Baruch has long
meone to be there at least part-time
been a goal for its students and adto make sure there is at least soministration. According to Debra
, meone there when the coverage is
Bick-Duggan, assistant director of
- needed."
student activities and supervisor of
The lack of space has for the mothis project, the idea for child care
. ment ruled out a daycare center at
at all CUNY schools began with
Baruch. The Parent Resource
Joseph S. Murphy. Chancellor of
, Center will serve as an alternative to
CUNY. who issued a mandate call-

Shurn

.......
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The winner receives a $1500
award, said Curtis. which is split
when there is more t han one winner. In 1983 there were three winncr" who had to spli: the 51500
award.

Letters
--- . _ - -

..

There are times when there have
been no wi n ners. and if t he committee wishes more than I. said Curtis.
The money for r he award comes
from the Baruch College Fund, said
Curti".

cording to Carl Aylman , director of
student activities.
The proposed budget will force
budget reductions of $58 million.
These reductions will mean a
decline in the amount of summer
sessions. less wage increases for
faculty, and a tuition increase for
students.

.. It' ~ ~ judz erne n i 0 t: CI ) rn mitt ee l)!
dist inguished professor --,," added
Curtis. and it', not iust the number
of nominal ions a professor receives
which decides the winner. The
award recipient is chosen "based on
up-to-date vit a and all supporting
documerna tion , submi ued by candidates" according to \1cGarraghv.

ing for system wide child care. According to Duggan, only Baruch
and Brooklyn celleges are lacictng
some form of chitdcare.
In 1985, according to Duggan, a
proposal was worked on that would
have brought some form of child
care to Baruch but it was never
completed.
Duggan emphasized the need for
help, "we're looking for support
and anyone who is interested in
helping should contact me, You
don't have to be a parent to get invol ved." Duggan's office is located
in room 104 of the Student Center
at 137 E. 22nd St.

The lecture, which will be sent to
six targeted legislators. among
them. Mel Miller, Speaker of the
Assembly, and Ralph J. Marino,
Senate Majority Leader, expresses
the students' concern about the
proposed budget cuts. The letter
asserts that "Now is not the time to
block the path of those of us who
seek upward rnobilii y and career
success.

\kGarraghy chairs the committee that recommends finalists from
those" ho were nominated.
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Thursday March 16 - Rm506,
26th St
12-:40 -2:40·p.m.
Teachers
(Continued From Front Page)
~ -
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as a result of a proposal to omit instructors names from the Schedule
of Classes. According to the DSSG
Bulletin. " ... each department voted
to remove from the schedule of
classes the names of all teachers and
replace them with 'staff' .. .' '. Under
this plan courses would be listed
without the corresponding instructors name. According to Johnson,
"students' careful selections left
many teachers without a room full
of students to teach this semester."
According to Cooper, the School
of Business felt the answer to this
problem was the omission of instructor names. This proposal she

said, brought the Day Session Student Government into the picture.
School of Business Associate Dean
for Academic Affairs, Harry S.
Rosen, said that the proposal did
not come from the School of
Business. Furthermore, Rosen
stated that he is not in fa ..or of
omissions of instructors names
from the Schedule of Classes.
Rosen said however. that some circumstances. such as instructor
recruitment delavs and the often
tenuous nature of relationships with
adjunct staff, can sometimes impede the listing of instructors
names.
According to Cooper and Watson, the DSSG's legal counsel advised them to obtain a temporary
restraining order. The threat of this
legal action stopped the proposed
omission of staff names.

DSS.G.
Goes To
Albany
.,

By TONI COLAVITO

•

..

..

Stated Aylrnan , "Baruch has a
quota assigned to us of coming
close to 5.000 letters. In past
legislative writing campaigns we've
: always managed to hit what we
i needed to hit. So far to date we
have mailed something close to
i 2500 letters already ."

~.

I

I
I

; Copies of the letter have been
'passed out in various classes,
: freshman orientation classes, clubs
; and many other target locations.
"We're trying to get as many letters
I signed a spossible," said DSSG
a:
: liaison to CLAC, Joseph Reiss.
:.1J .
z'
C/J
Direct lobbying by CLAC teams

I

~

w

z

Vl

-

C/J

C/J

~

will be spread out over a five week
L
period. from February 14 to March
~ 28. Visits to Albany have been
~ scheduled throughout this time
• • ~ period. The bus trip to Albany for
---~~~~~~~~~-------------------~,
Baroch is sch~uled fm Ma~h
Josepll Riess, DSSC liaison to CLAC,
20/21.
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Alumni
Assoclatlon
Annual
Reunion
Black Bar
Association
Scholarships
The Black Bar Association of
Bronx County is proud to announce
that for t he academic year commencing September, 1989, it will bestow
two(2) one-year scholarships upon
deserving minority law students.
Current seniors who are domiciled
in New' York City and intend to
enter law school in the fall are eligible for these awards of One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars each.
Addit ional eligibility r equiremen ts and application forms
have been enclosed for distribution
to your students.
To be considered for these
scholarships, applications must be
returned to the Black Bar Association of Bronx County prior to April
28, 1989.
Your assistance in helping us to
identify worthy award recipients
will be greatly appreciated.
For further information, please
contact Cedric Wiggins, Esq. (212)
285-8600 or Eugene Oliver, ES(I.
(212) 590 2258.

Bernard M. Baruch College Alumni
Association, is holding an Annual
Reunion Dinner Dance, on May 6,
1989, at Sheraton Center - Versailles Room 52 St., and 7th Ave.,
N.Y.C. - Cocktail Hour 8 p.m. Dinner Dance 9 p.m. Cost $50.00
Per Person. Open to All Graduates
of Baruch College. but with particular emphasis on the following
Gala Class Reunions:

Class of 1929 Sixtieth Anniversary
Class of The Baruch School of
C.C.N.Y.
Class of 1939 Fiftieth Anniversary
Class of The Baruch School of
C.C.N.Y.
Class of 1964 Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Class of The Baruch
School of C.C.N. Y.
Class of 1969 Twentieth Anniversary Class and The First Class
Graduated from Baruch College.
Class of 1979 Tenth Anniversary
Class of The Baruch College.
Contact the Baruch Alumni Office at 135 E. 22 St., N.Y.C. (212)
505-5897 or Jim O'Connors, 94 Inverness Road, Holbrook, N.Y.
(516) 472-9617 for reservations.
Please mark your calendar for May
6, 1989 - a Day to Remember your
years at Baruch 23 S1. & Lexingtn
Ave. Campus.

_------------ - - -

Measles
Alert

..

Because of the mobility of our
College population, it is possible
that outbreaks in other areas may
be transmitted to our localitv.
We have been advised that concerned individuals can be immunized at New York City Board of
Health Centers free of charge.
Manhattan locations are:
Chelsea Board of Health Clinic
309 Ninth Ave
(between 27th and 28th Streets)
239-1700
Friday: 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Washington Heigh ts Clinic
600 W 168 St
304-5402
Tuesday: 9 a.m.-12 noon
Thursday: 9 a.m.-2 p.m.

-

------------------

Social
Service
Careers

hl.terviewing
Skills
Workshop

Free
Legal

Air Force
Needs
Nurses

Counselin~
The Day Session Student
Government has started a free legal
counseling program. Students with
legal problems can make appointmenrs every Tuesday from 2- 4
p.m. in Room 409. 137 E. 22nd
51. For more information, call
725-3377.

'Tutor-ing
The Office of Evening & Graduate
Student Services, in conjunction
with Baruch Tutorial Services, offers
tutoring in entry level accounting
courses Monday through Thursday
evenings from 6 - 8:30 p.m. Call
725-3385 after 4:30 p.m. to make an
appointment. Tutoring is held on the
5th floor of 360 Park Ave. So.

'

.,.

.

A panel discussion on careers in
the social services will take place on
Thursday, April 27. at I p.m. Room
1604, 17 Lexington Ave. The young
Adult Institute, Special Services for
Children, and Federation Employment and Guidance Service will be
represen ted. Ps yc hoI og y and
sociology majors are encouraged to
attend. The discussion is open to all
st udents , for more in formation
contact· the PASS Off ice at
725-3012.

The media have been repo rting outbreaks of measles in sec- '
tions of the Greater New York
The workshop sponsored by the'
Metropolitan Area. To our Placement Office will take place on
knowledge no cases have been Thursday, April J3 at 1 p.m. in
found at Baruch College. If you or Room 1504. 17 Lexington Ave. For
any family member contract or are more information contact the PASS
exposed to measles, this must be Office at 725-3012.
reported immediately to our College Medical Office (212)725-3241
Ileasles is highly contagious. and
on some college campuses on Long
Island and in upstate New York,
outbreaks have been identified and
precautionary measures have been
established.
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F.a....ty. Candidacy &
.R,eife·c"e,od·um

-~•.•il catiensavail able.

Newburgh, NY-"As of 24
February 1989, the Air Force is accepting applications from nurses up
to age 47 Y:, said Captain George
Huber, Nurse Recruitment
Manager, here. The requirement
still exist for applicants to have a
BSN
Degree
(except
for
anesthetists). Nurses will be commissioned as second or first
lieutenants, or captains based on
their education/experience. Initial
active duty obligation is three years
and all nurses will know what their
first assignment is prior to taking
the oath of office.
Further information is available
by call 1-800-USA-USAF or
516-484-3333.
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Cand idacy & referenda
fif·'j'ng deadline

ELECTIONS
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was bit hard
by this alien menace

If you have Q talent for using
the "Little Black Box"
Come to Rm 301 F
StUdent Center
or Call 725· 7622

For more Info

Applications for the following are available
in Room 527, 46 E 26 th , Street:
-Political party charter form (day session only)
-Declaration of Candidacy (an sessions)
-Pet.it.io n for
Referendum
(facsmile-all sessions)
•
For more information:
725-3385

. .,
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A CONTEST·
TO COMMEMORATE 1789
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Sponsored by the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Nineteen eighty-nine is the bicentennial of the founding of the United States Constitutional
government and of the French Revolution. Two centuries ago in North America, a
republic was established that would evolve into a powerful, democratic state whose example
and actions would shape the history of the world. In France, efforts to reform the monarchy
were quickly transformed into a popular revolution that would change the map of Europe
and the character of its governments. Together, these events unleashed forces for reform
and revolution that affect everyone in the world today.

Stanley Mazile - Senior

Jennifer Washington - Junior

.

I don't think it would be a great idea to use Rushdie's Sczee«: Venes in a literature course
in this school, because the book is largely based on the author's own emotion of Islam and
there, Satanic Verses is unrepresentative of the ;tamic religion."

No, I do not feel that this should be used in a literature course. This book may be an offense to many students. I f students are interested in reading the book they should do so on
their own.

H.Norville - Junior
Del.awrence Williams Sophomore
I feel it shouldn't be, due to the fact of all of the different religious backgrounds in Baruch
college. It could probably cause violent conflict.

I feel that as a literary work, it should not be banned from the shelves. Literature is in
essence the history of man. However, as a course to study I think that the book is not that a
significant to use as a student. I think that the principles of which the book brings forward
are more important that the work itself.

Elizabeth Butler
I think it would be a very interesj)ng topic of discussion since its such a controversial topic.

Carol Beasley - Sophomore

The School of Liberal Arts and Sciences at Baruch College is commemorating the
bicentennial of 1789 through a wide range of activities, including lectures, dance; films, art
exhibits, classroom projects, and a student contest.

PRIZES:

1st Prize

$500

2nd Prize

$300

3rd Prize

$200

I do not recommend it at all. I find it to be very insulting to the Islam and to its people. For
Baruch College to use it in a literature course is telling the people of Islam that we see your
ways to be questionable.

From what I've heard about the book, I wouldn't want to learn about the views portrayed
in the Sut anu: t ('1\('\. First of all I'rn not interested in that religion (Islam) and literature-

wise I haven't read the book to know if it is good or not.

Mary Kachulis - Freshman

Marjorie Harris - Sophomore

SUla;, . ," If'rl"S~' mayor may not be used. It solely depends on the topic being studied. If it is

[ think that it should not be used. While I'm unaware of the number of Muslim and
Muslim-cultured students here at Baruch, I feel it is unfair to bring material into an institution such as Baruch that may offend any group of persons.

read simply because of the opposition and the turmoil accompanying its release. I do not
think it should be studied. It could, however, be used to gain access into the thoughts,
beliefs and feelings of Muslims, Rushdie did know much about this religion and that could
be beneficial. Being aware of different opinions is good, but why use it in a literature
course?

Peter Yang - Freshman
Yes, I love it. I haven't read the book, but there's such a big controversy. It'll be great ifit
was used. I think that this country can read whatever they want and bookstores should not
have to ban books due to bad publicity.

CONTEST RULES

Brian R. Patrick - Sophomore
I fee! that Rushdie should be read for personal use in the home. It would be inappropriate
for classroom reading. The language is too biased for a student to gain any practical
knowledge from it.
----._- -_. - - - - _.

Literature Class Requests
Controversial Novel

1. ENTRIES: Essays, research papers, works of fiction, poems, review articles, or artistic
productions in any medium completed during the 1988-89 academic year, Work may be
assigned in class or created independently.

[rea Brea - Freshman

.-

2. THEl\IES; Include but are not limited to: (1) the actual events of the French
Revolution or the early years of the U.S.A.; (2) the direct effect on other countries, on
patterns of government, or on movements for liberation (for example, the independence
movements in South America, Africa, and Asia, the termination of the slave trade); (3)
ideas and issues generated hy the events of 1789 (for example, the conflict between
individual liberty and social responsibility, the tension between political equality and
economic inequality); (4) twentieth-century movements for human rights (for example, the
action taken by blacks, women, and migrant workers in this country); (5) themes of
revolution and/or institution building applied to any subject matter (for example, revolutionary changes in biology; the break with romanticism in music, art, or literature).

Bl TONI COLA VITO

Baruch students have requested
: that Salman Rushdie's novel The
· Satanic Venes be included in their
! course of study this semester, accor· ding to Sylvia Rackow. English
j Department ad i.r.cr lecturer.

....

CLASSIFIED

I

Rackow ordered the book last
week from Vivian Costantino, tex: tbook manager at the Baruch Coli lege Bookstore. Constantino said
i she "cancelled the order until fur: ther notice" because the publishers
: are "out of stock." Costantino is
i also afraid of upsetting the students
! at Baruch. "I don't want any pro; blems. I don't want the students on
i my back," she said.

J. ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate degree-candidates enrolled In the College during the
Spring of 1989.
4. HOW TO ENTER: Faculty members are encouraged to make assignments related to
the commemoration of 1789. Instructors may submit outstanding student work OR
students may submit their work directly. Entries should be submitted to Faculty Committee for. the Commemoration of 1789 c/o Dean Norman Fainstein, School of Liberal
Arts and Sciences, Box 302, 17 Lexington Avenue. Contestants' names should not appear
on submissions. An index card listing the entrant's name, address, and phone number
should accompany each entry.

Two students in Rackow's
English 2150class volunteered to do
an analysis of the novel. Hector
Canonge, junior, said that the
reason he wants to study the book is
, "not' only because the book has
caused such controversy but I'm interested in the book itself."

~I

5. DEADLINE: April 15, 1989. Awards will be presented at a luncheon on May 9, 1989.
Entries will be returned to their authors/artists after the awards luncheon on May 9.
Contestants may pick up their submissions in the Dean's Office, Room 1621, 17 Lexington
Avenue. The College reserves the right to publish finalists' entries in a 1789 commemo-

Annette Hernandez, freshman,
said, "I wan t to read the book
myself. I want to know if it is really
· blasphemous. If it's offensive I
think it should be banned."

ration anthology.
6. QUESTIONS: Call Dr. Susan Locke, Associate Dean, at 725-3360.

i> • '

Headlines like this one, which appeared in the Daily News, have filled newstands in
recent weeks.

Rackow said, "I'm concerned
that the bookstore can "t get the
book. " She said that colleges across
the country should not be intimidated by terrorism and that
"our role as academics is to teach
the reading of books even if they
are controversial."

Promotion Manager
National marketing fj rm
seeks ambitious, mature
student to manage oncampus promotions for top
national companies this
school year. Flexible hours
with earning potential to
$2,500 Call 1-800-4J.!-())18
Fx t

28

On Campus Marketing
Project Looking for a fraternity, sorority or student
organization that would
like to make $500 - $1,000
for a one week on-campus
marketing project. Must be
organized and hardworking. Call Jill or Corine at
l-800·492-2127.

p~

Counseling
the combination of
school & work creati ng
stress & anxiety? Are there
other pressures in your life
that add up to feeling overwhelmed? Experienced,
compassionate therapy
available to help orgaruze
and manage your needs to
reaffirm belief in you rsel
and your future. CJ.IJ Rutt,
Seks. C.S, W. 535-0517.
Is

Stock Broker Assistant
Wall St. Stockbroker asst.
$6 per hr can go higher.
Must speak English and be
able to dial phone. Won't
be boring. Call between 4-5
pm ask for Mr. Rubin, Sr.
vp, Prudential-Bache,
978-1180

ro BACKPACK AROClND EUROPE "lHIS YEAR"?
Join the Euro Work & Travel Club. and sa v e
$100' s on everything from your air-fares to
. accolll'.lOdation, or finance your entire trip
by working as you travel. For full detaiis,
send a SAE plus $2 p&h to: EWl'C,' SUit.e 211,
91 Point Judith Road, Narragansett, HI 02882

..

~
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Car Rental Rates: Corporate vs Personal
Hertz. A vis. Thri fty. National.
Dollar. What 'are they?They are all
automobile rental companies. They
provide rental cars for individuals
and companies. Whether you are
renting for business or pleasure,
you have to shop around for the
best rates. Most of these rental
companies have some corporate
rate program that offers a better
deal than personal rates.The best
way to get these rates are to contact
the customer service department or
reservation agent and ask them for

"Corporate rate
program offers a
better deal"
information on corporate rate programs. Some of the rental companies will provide rates based on
the number of rental your company
expect to rent during the year.
Most of the rental firms have
limited free miles for personal rentals, but some offer unlimited free
miles if you establish a corporate
account with them. This is a major
benefit for anyone who rents and
drive many miles. Another thing to
consider is the service and
automobiles that the rental company provide for you. In this article, we have rented cars from a few
of the leading rental companies.
The' results of these rental will be
revealed later in this article. Most

"Unlimited free miles
with some corporate
rare programs "
fi -rns

provide collission damage
waiver at approximately $10. The
collissio n damage waiver is not insurance, it just waives the liability
on the cost of the car should
damage be inflicted on the car.
Rental companies will normally
offer a certain brand of
automobiles . Hertz offers a selecr ion of cars from Ford . National
Rental Car offers cars from General

a rental company will give you a car
with over 10,000 miles, if this
bothers you, ask for another car
from the counter attendant.
All rental companies that we have
checked out maintain their fleet
very well. Most cars are received in
a clean condition from the rental
companies.
Rental costs can vary greatly
depending on the time of rental.
Reservations will sometimes lower
the cost of the rental. Most of the
rental companies serving New York
City offer some form of special
often . To save even more, you
should ask the reservation agent if
they have any special for the week
or day of the rental. All the rental
companies that we looked at have
toll free 800 numbers for your convenience. This allows you to make
reservation for rental cars while on
the street without change in your
pockets. The toll free 800 numbers
are central reservation center, so
that you can place a reservation in
all of the United States and other
parts of tile world if your rental

"Rentat costs can vary
greatly"
company have facilities in other
countries. Another way to save is to
have discount cards from credit
cards, hotel chains, professional
associations and frequen t flyer programs.
You do not have to worry about
your rental car breaking down and
being stranded, all rental companies
have emergency road side service is
obtained through a simple can to
the company.
After you have looked at the services that the rental firm provides.
you should look at the cost of the
rental. For your convenience, T're
have compiled data and organized it
for a quick reference before you
start renting for business or
pleasure. All rental rates are based
on rental from Manhattan. NYC on
a weekday.

Personal Rental Rates
MANHATTAN, NYC

Thrifty,
Compact Car
Midsize /Tntermediate
Full Size

l

$51.95
$53.95
$57.95

$57.93
$59.93
$60.93

Thrifty gives you 150 free miles with their rental cars on all sizes.

~ Hertz gives

you 70 free miles with their rental from compact to full

SIze.

SOURCE: Reservation centers of Thrifty and Hertz

-

Mot ors . Thrifty Rent-a-Car pro-

OIl our study on the ease of set-

vdes a selection from Chrysler.
You can select your rental com pany
based on your preference for a perticular car or model. Almost all rental companies pride themselves on
renting out relatively new cars with
under 10.000 miles. Once in a while.

t in-: lip a corporate rate program,
we found that Thrifty provide the
Ias: est set up of a corporate account
followed by Hertz, Dollar, Avis and
National. Thrifty sent corporate
credentials for discount with corpor at e rates after speaking with the

Corporate;])j~oo1it''''ental'Rates
'MAN'IIi\ttAN'~>',NYC

Thrifty,

Compact Car
Midsize/Intermediate
Full Size

..

ask for a confirmation number
when you are making reservation.
Knowing the reservation number
will allow you to change the reservations easily with the agent should
there be a desire to change the reservations.
The best deal that we have found
through our research is from Thrif-

$38.90
$39.90
$41.90.

"Thrifty provides the
best service"

.$53.00
$55.00'
$56.00

sHertz provides unlimited miles during the rental on the weekdays.

regional sales manager. It took less
than three days. All other fi rms required us to send them additional
information after they sent us an
application for corporate rates.
With corporate rates, the cost of
the rentals will drop? from the standard rates in most instances. The
results of the rates with a corporate
discounts are listed below in the
chart.
CHART2
From the chart above, we can see
-that with corporate discounts will
change the rates that you will have
to pay for your car rental with the
rental companies. All rental companies companies have a policy that
if the renter is under 25, there will
be a surcharge ranging [roro$S 10
$10. The under age surcharge will

"Save with discount
cards"
not be made on rentals through
Hertz under the corporate program.
For those of you who are nonsmoker, most of the rental companies offer smoke-free cars for
your convenience. All "the rental
location we contacted in Manhattan, New York did not offer sports
cars for rental. If you wants a sports

provides
fastest set up of
corporate account"
"Thr,~rly

car like the Dodge Daytona, it is
available at the Newark International Airport location of Thrifty.
Corporate rates when established
are available to you nationwide.
Most company will offer you the
lowest rate possible under the corporate program automatically, hut
ask the reservation agent to make
sure that the corporate rate offered
is the lowest possible.
All the rental companies will hold
your reservation for up to one hour
after your set reservation time.
Your reservations can be changed
qui-ckly through the use the toll free
800 num bers. All the reservation
agents and customer service department of the car rental companies

"Corporate rates
",'hen established are
available 10 you
na t ion wide"
are very helpful in helping you
make your reservations. Be sure to

I
I

count through their corporate rates.

One woman asked how the first
person contracted the AIDS virus.
Long answered, uWe have no
idea.. .I1 obviously evolved from
something else. We have no idea
what it evolved from."
The answer came from Laura
Long of the AIDS Training Institute in the New York City
Department of Health who was the
speaker for the first of a series of
three lectures on uUnderstanding
AIDS." The lectures were sponsored by the Baruch College Quality
of Life Fund and Coordinated by
Professor Ed Tucker of the Natural
Science department.
The woman then followed up by
asking if cleanliness had anything to
do with transmission of the virus.
"It does not have anything to do
with cleanliness of the virus. "It
. does not have anything to do with
cleanliness because it is not passed
because of unclean conditions. It's
passed, basically, from blood to
blood contact and from sexual con-

By JOLIENNE PIVAWER

On the compact car, you can save

$13.05 from the regular rates with
the corporate discount with Thrifty.
Based on our evaluation. Thrifty
provides the best service for the
money to the consumer.

Life Insurance
Battles
According 10 Frank Wieszner of
Companion of New York/Mutual
of Omaha, insurance is very important to the individual who has a
family and obligations. The reasoning

behind

this

is

the

need

for

money for [hose individuals with
family and obligations.
Most people do not even want t o
talk about life insurance'. This is the
wrong mentality III lake because
you as an indiv idual musl I hink
about the coxt of the funeral and
bur ial services. It you arc individual
wit h a family, VOl! must think about
the cost of mort age pavrneru s or
rental pavrnent s, educational expenses (if you have children). living
expenses of your loved ones, !l ISS of
your income 10 your dcpcn dent s
and I he amount of money you owe
on crcdi t. As an individual you can
not only I hink about yourself, you
have (0 think about all your loved
ones. You should try to make your
death as less traumatic as possible
for them by providing them wit h
their economic needs.
You should only purchase a life
insurance policy after you have coneluded that you need an insurance
policy. When you are buying: an insurance policy, (heck into (he insurance company, cost of I he policy
and the xt ability of your insurance
agent. "The insurance agent i., your
contact 10 your insurance company,
""aid Wicsz ncr. "You will need

"The insurance agent
is your contact 10
your Insurance
company, " said

Weiszner
your insurance agent whenever you
need to contact someone for information on your policy."
Term life insurance is the lowest
covt of all life insurance policies,
but it does not provide any equity at
the end of the policy. Term life insurance will end at age 70 with most.
insurance companies. The premium
of term life insurance continues to
rise with the age of the insured.
Wieszner slates that term life in-

surance is not permanent and suggests that we should buy universal
life insurance policy. "Universal
life insurance policy is the best
choice;" said Weisner. The reasoning behind t his , is he belief thai
universal life is permanent and the
premium will Slay the same for the
Ii tc of the insurance policy. Univer-

"Term life insurance
is I he cheapest"
sal life insurance: policy pro v ides the
insured wit h a cash build up over
the life of t hc ["lulicy-. The cash value
oft he universal life insurance policy
can he accessed through a low ini crcst loan from the policy. The
(ash withdrawal can he used for any
purpose. Another major benefit of
t his type of insurance policy is the
fad that you can miss a few
payment s to t he policy if you have
the cash value in the policy to cover
the payments. As an insured individual. you arc a shareholder of
the insurance company. On this
fact. you are allowed to \. 01 c for the
directors of the insurance company.
In any permanent insurance, value
builds over lime and with each payment of the policy pcrrniurn.
The comparison of the both
policies shows us the following informat ion. It shows us that term insurance premium will increase as
the insured individual ages. This
does nor happen in universal life insurance because the cash value
builds and heirs to offset the increase in premium that affects term
life insurance policies. Term insurance policy provides no equity to
the insured. Depending on the insurance company. there is a set interest rate that the 'policy will earn
under the universal life insurance
policy. Most insurance companies
will produce better than the stated
minimum return on the interest
rate. The better return will be passed along the policy holders of
universal life policies.

CONTINUED IN NEXT
ISSUE
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UNDERSTANDING
AIDS
By UNDA WECH

ARIlSTS IN RESIDENCE AT BARUCH

ty . They provide the biggest dis-

.Thrifty with the corporate discount .gives 150 free miles during the
weekday rental.
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cells of the immune system.
"Basically, its the white blood cells
we're talking about, those are the
cells of your immune system.
There's a particular cell in your immune system that HIV replicates
with. It uses the T4 cell, which is a
particular white blood cell, to
replicate. In other words, it gets inside and it uses that cell as a factory
to manufacture more virus particles. "
According to Long the T4 cell is
the general of the immune system.
of you view the system as a combat
zone. It takes in all the information
from the outside environment and
from other cells. and coordinates the
attack on any foreign invaders. It
sends signals to the other cells in the
immune system to tell them where
the invader is and how to attack it.
Long said. uHIV... fits into a
receptor on the outside· membrane
of the T4 cell, and that receptor is
CD4. So, GP 120 (glycoprotein
120) which is on the virus fits right
. into a CD4 receptor. And quite _

. ~~tJiit-is_-irilliOD~itiDf"
T4 ceI&:" SIIe weur-_·tesay,

.

.

~.

in 1789 and thr01JahouL1UstoIy&-T«AaHtue·.aAd-ot~daACC_arouttdJI.tJiiatJi.._~_5(k.W~= dIis vir lIS woad -not att&C'k f t ,. - ..
It attacks T4 cells simply becaWie.
Funding has been provided by the
movements.
go back into blood specimens t
Morton Globus Distinguished LeeYuriko spent 23 years as a prin- have been frozen since the 50s and those two things fit. Any cell in·
.h t
h e
Mart
h I find antibodies to it (the HIV your body that has CD4 on it can beture Series.
cipal dancer WIt
a
Yuriko began the afternoon by Graham Company. Originally from virus). So, we know that its been infected by HlV. However, HJV
h t1
N
around for at least three or four seems to only replicate and destroy
speaking of the history of the Mar- the west coast, s e ew to ew
decades, but from there on, that's T4 cells.
tha Graham Company and her perSee "Yuriko'~ Page B3
I the
extent of our knowledge,
sonal experiences as a dancer. She
Once the GP 120 attaches to the
Long explained.
CD4,
the membranes of the virus
At that point Long returned to
lecture format. She outlined what and the T4 cells fuse. The memhappens when the HIV virus enters brane around the core proteins in
the blood stream. However, she the virus particle will then
first discussed the function of the disintegrate. This allows the genetic
immune system. "The immune material, RNA, from the virus to be
system is the system in the body that injected into the T4 cell. Reverse
attacks and gets rid of all foreign in- transcriptaise, an enzyme from the
By EDWARD ASANTE
virus is also released into the T4
chronic and incurable feeling of vaders. By foreign invaders I could cell. The reverse transciptaise "atVoodoo, as it has been portrayed seemed to be the most appropriate
nostalgia "they decided to mean anything-anthing that's not taches to the end of the RNA and
by Western culture in books, choice for the occasion since he was
reconstruct Africa in the New supposed to be there. We have allows that to be turned into
movies and media may not repre- very well informed. Frank spent
pathogens which would be
two years studying the preserved W arid," said Frank. •'They had to
sent the true essence of the religion.
baceteria,
virus panicles, protozoa, double-stranded DNA. The DNA
have
freedom,
to
have
freedom,
African
religions
and
has
traveled
"Voodoo is a dynamic religion, a
then goes into the nucleus of the cell
they had to have unity and to have etc. which could make you sick, or and it incorpou.ces, it splices itself.
religion of action and its objective is extensively to Africa and 10 the
unity they developed voodoo" -the it could be a smoke particle... a toxmost remote parts of Haiti in the
benevolence," said anthropologist
right into the DNA of the T4 cell.
ultimate coercive force. Voodoo, ic chemical... anything thats foreign 'And once it does that, we're talkina
Henry Frank. an expert on the course of his research.
therefore, as we know it today can and is not supposed to be there, about a permanent infection
preserved African religions. Human
The historical background of
be considered an amalgamation of your immune system will get rid because we have absolutely no way
sacrifice, cannibalism and sorcery voodoo, as Frank indicates, seaps
of."
into the history of Haiti itself as a
When the HIV virus gets-into the of gettillg those genes out," Loq
•
nation. The rapid extinction of the
bloodstream it attacks one of the said.
~
~ Indians
,
in Haiti under Spanish
j"Voodoo
is
a domination prompted the first im- I IIThey had to have
of slaves chiefly from
freedom ...they had
dynamic religion,• a I port
Dahomey, what is today Benin,
and
! religion
of action West Africa, in 1510. These slaves to have
were brought through a triangular
and its
is i route from Africa, to Europe and ha ve unity they
then finally to the Americas, Haiti
developed voodoo. "
I
be~evolance.
being the chief recipient.
~
.-------"'"1
I
During the journey, most of the
the different traditions of Africa in
can in no way hide behind the . slaves died from suffocation since
they
were
packed
like
sardines
in
Haiti: the Akans, the Ewes, the
sacred religiosity of voodoo.
the
ships.
On
arrival,
the
slaves
Yorubas,
the Ibos and principally
This was shown explicitly in a lecforced
to
live
a
torturous
life
were
the Fon of Benin. Because of the
ture sponsored by the Haitian
of
tedious
work.
Some
of
them
different
African traditions that all.
Cultural Society in conjunction
worked as many as 20 hours a day,
form part of voodoo, "there is a
with the New York Council for the
continuously.
Due
to
this
horrid
exdifference in the preserved African
Humanities. The topic was "The
perience,
they
wanted
to
retur~
to
religion in the New World" as comHistorical Background' and
Africa,
their
homeland
an
Idea
pared to the original African
Elements of Voodoo." The guest
which
was
an
absolute
impossibility
religion
of indegenous Africans and
speaker, Henry Frank, executive
director
of
the
Haitian at the time.
La. . LRa, of . . AIDS
I I In .......
See "Voodoo'· Page B6
In an attempt to combat this
Neighborhood Service Center Inc.,
and the. director of the Martha.
Graham Ensemble, on Thursday,
Ma rch 16. Her presence marked the
beginning of a series of lectures,
classes , fil ms and demonstrations
tha t are being sponsored by the
School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, who invited the ensemble

U
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The True Essence of Voodoo
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MIND

YOUR
P'S...
D. was walking down a dark
Manhattan street one night. She
saw a man slowly side-stepping
along a wall. Much to her dismay.
she saw he was relieving hirnsel f all
along the wall as he was walking!
"Thars disgusting!" she cried.
The man. obviously startled.
said. "Oh, I'm sorry. I didn't know
anyone was around." He then zipped himself up and left.

-

-

minutes," a student said. "Save lIS.
please. "
··We'll send a repair man in 20
minutes. ,. the voice told the trapped passengers. Twenty minutes
passed. 30. 40. 50 - one hour.
"Did y,-1U call for help'?" a student asked. once more pressing the
assistance button.
'_
"They'll be here late.' the voice
from the intercom said. "They got
caught in traffic at Park and
42nd."
Fifteen more minutes elapsed until the passengers heard the sound
of chunks of plaster falling onto the
elevator roof. Then, a man wearing
navy blue coveralls and a huge
t oolbelt appeared on the elevator
roof. He climbed down and opened
the doors of the elevator. At last,
t he passengers were free!

ALLEY
J . and G .• two cousins. went
bowling with W. one day. In the
lane next to them a pret ty young
lady and her rather large. Guido.
body-builder boyfriend were getting
ready to bowl.
J. bowls with a rather light ball.
The pretty young woman mistakenly took his ball for her own. She
realized it was not hers and asked J.
if she might use it during the game

STUPIDITY
ON THE
SUBWAY
You can test people's intelligence
just by observing their use of the
subway. Since my day ended early
Thursday, I was reluctant to head
home. nevertheless, I was glad, for
I now have this story to tell.

SUBWAY WINO:
EXPOSED

The train I boarded had stopped
at the station and over the PA
system the message came that there

M. and L. were riding the subway
together late one night. There happened to be a wino on the train.
According to M.. the wino had
one tooth, was grizzled. growled a
lot and wore nothing but a pair of
old, torn overalls.
Occasionally, the wino would
look up and sav- something i ncornprehensible , The wino stood up to
make a particular point. Unfortunately. his pants fell down, leaving him totally exposed. He continued to mumble and walk along.
ignoring his indecency.
Most everyone on the train looked away. Apparently \1. didn't. for
he noted the wino was far from
well-endowed.
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VERTICAL

CAMPUS
BLUES

R. got onto an elevator at
Baruch's 18th Street building along
with four other people. As the
elevator went up. it made a few
stops. At the 12th floor two
students tried to board the elevator.
However, the doors shut before
they made it.
After the doors closed, the
elevator did not move. After a few
minutes one of the passengers
panicked and pressed the assis tance
button several times. There was no
answer.
The question finally came over
the intercom, "Yo man, is anybody
in there?"
"We've been in here for 20

-

since she liked it.
G. can be quite obnoxious.
Throughout the evening he kept going up to his cousin, J., and saying,
"She likes your balls! She wants
your balls!" He was rather loud
with his remarks and repeated
himself many times.
Finally, the Guido, body-builder
boyfriend had heard enough from
G. He came over and trapped G. on
the shoulder. When G.- turned his
face met - the boyfriend's fist,
knocking him to the ground. J.- did
not heir him up.

THE OLD WOMAN,
THE CANE
THE HEADACHE

this and watch him get sick.' I liked
Henry for that; he was a little different from most of them."
Pileggi. who has covered the
Mafia since 1956, was eager to share
professional writing tips with the
students. He told them that what
grabs people's interest is - people.
"You have to tell the human
story," he said. uYou never know
where your story will come from.
Most of the time it's from the least
obvious places." Here Newfield interjected. "'Definitely. I learned
from an old pro years ago when I
was covering a prize fight. He said,
'Hey, kid, come with me. We're going to the loser's dressing room.'
Sure enough, that's where the great
story was."
'·Yeah,"' Pileggi added. "The
winner's speech will always be
rehearsed. But in the loser's room,
you'll hear recriminations,. see
tears .' , Then Newfield paid homage
to his friend and colleague Jimmy
Breslin. "He wrote a great column
after the Kennedy assasination,
Everyone else was writing about the
massive impact, the far-reaching
implications. Breslin wrote about
the black guy who was digging the
grave at Arlington Cemetery. That
was a story."
Pileggi openly answered the
students' questions about
everything from the gangsters'
wives to his current screenplay
adaptation of Wise Guy. He confided the upcoming film's opening
scene and told them they were the
- first to know. He's been scouting
locations with the film's director.
Martin Scorcese, whom he referred
to as "Marty."
For the students. it wasn't just
another school day. another class.
It was a story.

_

If you think it's hard to balance
work, school, and a healthy social
life, you're right. If you add participation in several clubs at
Baruch, participation in two
organizations oiutside Baruch, and
time out for a daily aerobic
workout, then you have some idea
of the lifestyle of Yvette Nossig.
Yvette is a senior at Baruch who
has achieved the perfect balance of
good grades, participation in activities, working for organizations,
a full social life, and time for
herself. In so doing, she has earned
through her hard work in school
and an exceptional essay The Wall
Street Chapter of Image Scholarship. She is one of a selected few
whose essays wee chosen to win this
award. Although the basis of winning this scholarship was a combination of a good G.P.A. and exceptional achievement, Yvette says, HI
believe the essay was counted heavily in my winning. "
The essay Yvette had to write was
on a topic chosen from a list provided. It had to be 1,000 words or
more. She picked her topic then
worked all summer organizing,
writing, revising, and rewriting her
paper. Even with people telling her
it would be difficult to win because
of all the participants, Yvette decided she had nothing to lose in trying.
She feels, "Baruch students should
be aware of the many scholarships
and contests available to them."
This is a segment of her winning

essay. ·'If You Could Change One
Thing in the Educational System,
What Would It Be?": .... .it would
be to restructure the programs of
general education in the university.
The method of learning should be
based on knowing and understanding and not memorizing.. and the
drive to learn should be based on
motivation form the student."
Yvette's scholarship award did
not only give her much due credit.

but she put Baruch among the ranks
of such prestigious fellow winning
universities as Columbia, Fordham,
and New York University. This was
the first year that a person from
Baruch has won this scholarship.
Yvette feels that her winning has
helped Baruch's name in the
business world.

The scholarship was sponsored
by various successful groups and
corporations including American
Express. Citibank , and Squibb Corporation. The award was for $1,000
to use in any way the recipient
wanted. Rather than taking a muchdeserved trip to Hawaii, Yvette
decided to buy a Certificate of
Deposit and put it aside for
Graduate study. In addition to the
monetary awards. the winners were
invited to a workshop on networking in the business world.
Besi des all of her pas t
achievements, Yvette is currently a
competitor in Glamour Magazine's
Top 10 Students in the United
States contest and she is a member
of Beta Gamma Sigma, the
Business Honor Society.
Being involved in many activities
is important to her. She was President of Hillel, she helps with all of '
the activities in the four Jewish
clubs, and she is Treasurer of the
Yiddish Society. Yvette is active in
helping to organize these clubs.
Helping people seems to be an integral part of Yvette's life. She is a
member of the faculty Istudent
Communication Board of Baruch
where she speaks up for allocating
funds to the various student media
organizations. She is also a coordinator of the Baruch Legislative .
Action Caucus which alerts;
Senators to improving budgets and
I
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(Continued from Page 81)

York with $100 and a dream to
become a dancer. Here she joined
the Martha Graham Company and
performed in hundreds of shows
around the world including the
famous "The King and I." Yuriko,
in addition to being a dedicated
dancer. is also a true supporter of
the techniques and revolutionary
changes in modern dance that were
instituted by the Martha Graham
Company.
Martha Graham, as with all artists who create innovations in their
medium, became a part of a revolution. Her contribution to the progression of modern dance is the
development of the Martha
Graham Technique. This technique
was developed through her search
for the soul of human expression
and movement. Graham determined that the rhythmic feeling and
pulse of breathing was the basis of
all human action. Her method emphasizes controlled breathing and
dance movements that are in sync
with this steady pattern.
Most of Martha Graham's dance
pieces also incorporated changes
that were occurring in the world. In
a time of revolution there is a mixing of emotion and political feelings. Graham was aware of world
events but at the same time directed
her energy and focus-toher dance.

As a resul r. her pieces port ray a
more universal voice combining
history with human emotions.
As with all revolutionary ideas,
initial resistance was met. This was
especially true in many areas of
Europe where the technique was
first presented. Soon, though, her
method took hold and helped to
add another dimension to modern
dance.
Yuriko, as the director of (he
Martha Graham Ensemble. held a
second technique class for students
on Wednesday, March 8. Several of
the dancers from the ensemble were
present and they performed a
demonstration for the students
after the class. There will be a film
screening and short ballet performance on Thursday, March 16 at 1.
p.m. in the Auditorium at 17 Lexington Ave. The Martha Graham
Ensemble's residency at Baruch
College will conclude with a concert
performance at 1 p.m. on Thursday
March 23 in the Auditorium.
The School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences will also be holding many
more upcoming events. In addition,
all undergraduate degree students
may compete in the contest to commemorate 1789. If you have any
questions please call Or. Susan
Locke or Jean Lichienberg at
725-3126 or 725-4764.

(Continued on Page 89)
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Securities Internship

an injured person three stations
G. was driving along with C.
ahead. The train would be running
on another line and the voice sug- xornewhcrc in Brooklyn. As he
By ROBERT COITER
gested passengers could take the came to a crosswa lk he noticed an
train to the end of the line (the train
"People don't work here for my personality," Erik A. J. Johnson, a
terminal) to transfer over. No
first vice-president of Shearson-Lehman-Hutton said of his college inpassenger wanted to do this. so
terns as he spoke on Thursday, March 2 before a group of Baruch
everyone waited. After precisely one
students. "I'm a tough boss. I may yell a little and get you to work hard.
minute. another train pulled in on
but an internship will teach you the discipline and the work style that
the same line and all the same
will be expected of you in office environments after you graduate," he
passengers boarded on that train.
continued.
The same messager went on the PA
Johnson, who has been in the securities field "or seven years, also
system. The Question is: Why are
stressed that his six month program will also give students an edge in obpeople stupid enough to board the
taining future employment in the securities field over their classmates.
very next train on the same troubled
He cited the example of Reggie Sethi, a recent Baruch graduate who was
line? The answer is beyond me. I
accepted
into the training program at Derexel Burnham Lam bert after
old
woman
with
a
cane
about
to
would have thought the normal. inworking
in
Johnson's' office.
telligent thing to do would be to cross the street. G. waved her on
since he had stopped already.
"He was one of eight or nine applicants out of 30,000 applicants acwait until the situation cleared.
However. he got very involved in
cepted. His GPA wasn't the greatest. and I think it's safe to ask 'Did the
By the way. it was ridiculously
his conversation with C. and forgot
internship help him?' I definitely didn't hurt him," Johnson said. He
funny to see the same passengers
the
old
woman
who
was
taking
a
added,
"Like this student probably did-you can sell your experience on
boarding and getting off trains on
interviews and have no competition from your classmates in a job."
the same troubled line. These very long time to cross the street. G.
gunned
his
motor
and
went
right
in"Just what does this job entail?" Johnson was asked by one student
"guinea pigs" expected the problem to be over within minutes. The to the crosswalk. narrowly missing
Transit Authority just doesn't work _the old woman and knocking her
"Q -'1.;'1 t.l,
cane out of her grasp.
that way!
. ..
He stopped immediately to see if
,"" '>.
the old woman was all right. She
-,,,"
had regained her cane and was coming over to the car. G. rolled down
his window. ·'Are you o.k.?" he
asked.
A train pulled into the station
"You asshole !" she yelled. The
and as the doors opened. a man
old woman then proceeded to beat
popped his face in and asked what
G. in the head several times with her
train it was. A man sit ting by the
cane. G. rolled up his window as
door said. "D!" The man standing
fast as he could and drove away.
by the door said. "Whar"?'" Th~
man sitting by the door finallv ex-s-Compiled bv Linda Zuech
_. - - - - - - - - claims, ··It·s the D~ D,' for
Gene Han, presid~nt of the Finance and Economics Soeietv Eric Johnson
DUMB!"
.. - - - . fitst ~itt.-prnicleJlto[Sbratsoo-.Lrb~an.-BII&lonand Robert Fi;"bein. intern. •
vas
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"There were lots of people I
would've liked to interview, but
they've been murdered." It was
stated rnatrer-of-factly, but there
was a burst of appreciative laughter
from the group of 18 or so Baruch
College students. This was a special
occasion for the aspiring journalists
as Nicholas Pileggi shared with
them anecdotes -about "the mob"
and his authorship of the bestseller, Wise Guy.
The students ,were in the presence
of investigative-journalistic
greatness on this uncommon
Wednesday afternoon. The
venerated Jack Newfield, formerly
of the Village Voice and now the
Daily News, is giving a seminar
(English 5020) based on his book,
City for Sale. His friend of 20 years.
Nick Pileggi, was the day's guest
speaker who clearly enjoyed his
visit. speaking candidly and
humorously about big-time and
small-time hoods.
"They're never happy; they never
smile. They wake up in the morning
and say," Pileggi grimaced and did
a Brando-godfather voice,
" 'ughh .. .it's sunny out, I gotta put
on my sunglasses... eghhh ... why's it
so goddamn sunny.' Or if it rains,"
Pileggi throws up his hands, "they
go, "eckkk .. .it's pouring rain,
ugh' ...They're very sour people."
This, he explains, is one reason
he enjoyed Henry Hill, who is the
subject of Wise Guy. Henry, according to Pileggi, is an atypical
mobster. Henry has a sense of
humor, and Henry has a conscience. It -actually- bothered Henry
Hill to -witness a murder, and
Pileggi says that made it easier to
work with him. "'They'd get a kick
out of taking Henry out on a hit,"
he revealed, grinning. "They'd
whisper. 'Hey, let's bring Henry on
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The Reporter

1965
fhe Board of Education announced a tuition fee increase for
non-matriculated CUNY students
from $15 to $18 per credit hour Dr.
Robert A. Love director, Evening
and Extension Division of Baruch
said the increase was caused by ~ 'a
continuing step-up in fees because
costs keep going up." He said,
"One reason for the rising costs is
the higher salary rates for
teachers." Dr. Love said that he
had received $2.75 per hour when
he first started at Baruch. UIn those
days, that was considered quite
good." Obviously, times had
changed... Mayor Robert Wagner,
while participating in a College
Young Democrats Seminar at
Baruch, promised before an
assembly of 800 students that
politics would never enter into the
educational system in New York City.

1967
Whether or not Baruch would
continue to be a college within the
CUNY system came into question.
"... . .. ....
...
..
.. ..
.
..
., .
: .....
. ....
..
..
... .
.. . ....' ,-..
... ' .
'
"

...

'

'

~
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Higher Education that Baruch
would be given a three-year trial
period, and after that time, according to chairperson Porter
Chand ler , "If there are few
students at Baruch when the evaluation takes place, we would have only one choice. That is, to discontinue the school." Chandler told
The Reporter, however, that an
undergraduate school of business
was "vital" for' the City
University ... In another move, the
City College Committee of the
Board of Higher Education recommended the elimination of all
liberal arts courses at Baruch and
the changing of the school's status
to an upper-division college and
graduate school, from the business
school of City College. A Reporter
editorial stated that the Committee
"has decided to mutilate the present
curriculum of our school."

The Ticker

1969
The Student Council shot down a
motion to allow freshmen to hold
seats on the council. This meant
that fully one-quarter of Baruch's
students had no representation. The
Student Government constitution
of that time was apparently not- based on the U.S. Constitution's idea

of "no taxation withou t representation ... " A poetry reading was held
at Baruch, featuring three Baruch
students and Professor William
Lawless of the English Department.
Host Russel Fershleiser said, "We
tried to show that there is some
creative talent at Baruch."

-Compiled by Caitlin Mollison

The Elements of Folklore
A Lecture. by Dov Noy
.

.-

1974
Ticker columnist Kevin Howard

By ·WJLLIAM

"

Debron attended the first meeting
of the streaker's club called America is often referred to as the Hebraic and Oriental Languages
"Baruch Beauties." The club's first great melting pot. Without a doubt, Department, Noy went on to speak
item on the agenda was to select a America today is comprised of peo- about the various aspects of the
faculty advisor. They decided on . ple from allover the globe:' From universal folktale such as the
Baruch College president Wingfield. their respective nations they have presence of the' supernatural,
The next task was to decide on an brought to' America their nation '5 wishful thinking, confrontation.
appropriate time and place for the history and folklore. The latter was in the internal form and having as
streakers first outing. They chose the topic of a lecture given at external charecteristics elements
the Student Center during club Baruch, on Thursday March 2, by such as wordplay, dialogue; the
hours. Each participant was given a Professor Dov Noy, Chairman of triad and the rhetorical question.
Professor Noy also discussed the
pair of socks reading "Baruch the Literature Department at
criteria that gives each folktale its
Bares" to wear during their excur- Hebrew University in Israel.
national identity. Time, space, and
sion.
Professor Nay is a renowned character invariably distinguish a
folklorist who has written over 40 folktales nationality. He illustrated
books. His best known work is, The this by reading a jewish folktale,
Folk/Dies of ,Israel (Chicago, c'Reb Malkiel and the 702
University Press). The lecture was Candles. He explained how the
arranged by Professor Fred S. time, space and character of this
H~m and spensored -by Lahav - story-made 1t- inherently a ~h
Neon Notes, a note-taking service and the Yiddish Society. After be- folktale.
owned and operated by Baruch ing introduced by Dr. Jean Jofen,
The lecture was very interesting
students was run on an experimen- Chairman of Baruch's German, and well attended.
tal basis. Sal Lentieri, co-founder
of the service said the administra-
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It was decided by the Board of

from time to time. Therefore, Neon
Notes Services, the faculty, lecturers and teaching staff take no
responsibility for inaccuracies in the
notes provided. "

tion had "more concerns than objections." The administration felt
that students would hold the school
responsible if he or she failed the
course. As a safeguard Neon Notes'
notice had a disclaimer reading,
"Neon Note Service makes every
effort to provide accurate class
notes. However, errors will occur
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A LOOK AT HEALTH AWARENESS WEEK

INVOL VED,ENLIGHTENEDAND CONCERNED
Alumni Profile: Harriet Guber Mulhern
By NATHANIEL KANNER

By MARGORIE SURPRIS and
DIANE LEPPECK

-

Harriet Guber Mulhern came to
Baruch in ] 951, later to graduate
with a BBA in Retailing, a minor
in Political Science, and a college
experience that would enrich her
professional life for years to come.
While attending Baruch, she spent
four years on the student council,
and two six-month terms as president. Mulhern's presidency set a
precedent. She was the first woman
elected to the position and only the
second person in the history of
Baruch, at that time, to be reelected. Reveille, a newspaper writ-

,..

~~.. .students

couldn't
get jobs because of
alleged liberal activities... "

4
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ten by the council, was originated
by Mulhern as well.
In addition to her work with the
Student Council, there were many
other extra-curricular activities that
occupied her time. Mulhern wrote
for Ticker Features, was chairperson of the blood bank, a participant
in Theatron, and a member of the
Beta Gamma Sigma honor society.
This Baruch student, who left the
doors of 17 Lexington Ave. in
1955 is now an attorney for the
Federal Trade Commission This

governmental agency concerns itself
with interstate commerce and has
jurisdiction in 50 states, The years
she spent Baruch gave Mulhern a
base to achieve success in all her
future endeavors.
Recently, Mulhern reminisced
about her college days in the FTC
offices overlooking an impressive
New York skyline. Her involvement
with the Student Council was enormously valuable to her. It formed
an interest in the political process
that would influence her decision to
attend law school in later years. She
recalls, "the training on the Student
Council helped me learn to debate
issues, analyze facts, speak in
public, and argue factually without
taking it all personally." In 1953,
the year that City College of New
York- downtown was renamed the
Bernard M. Baruch Sc hool of
Business and Public Administration, she was in on the discussions
to make that decision.

"
......-..-J~A-"-:..:r~

~.:-,.y

'<The decision to
rename was not based
on his money... "
After graduating Baruch, the
Maxwell Graduate School of
Syracuse University was Mulhern's
next destination. In 1956, she
received
a Masters Degree of
Public Administration, Her first
job was as an assistant buyer of
fashion fabrics at Bloomingdales.
Promotions led to her becoming a
buyer for the Mrs. Better & Budget
suits and Tall Girl departments.
Mulhern eventually left Bloomingdales for an assistant buyer's

"During the McCarthy era, many
downtown students couldn't get
after school jobs because of the
alleged liberal activities of students
from the uptown campus,"
Mulhern remembered. Most
students were poor, earnestly
needing the money earned after
school. The student body called
upon the student council for a
solution the problem. It was decid-

\'..c.. ,.;;;)~~.:,

.'..-: .-:.: -...

I·

Christianity or Catholicism. to be
precise. Voodoo is therefore a unique religion because it has included some of the elements of
Catholicism and ancest ral beliefs.
In fact, Catholic tradition" were
deliberately used by the slaves to
disguise the practice of voodoo in
the earlier times. in order to avoid
incessant punishment.
Voodoo, the religion itsel r, is
practiced mostly in the suburbs, or
the provinces. In fact. "90 per cent
of those who practice voodoo live
away from Porr-au-Pr ince ." Frank
said. This creole speaking peasantry
live in a world deeply imbued in a
religious faith that is intricate, yet
broadly participatory, for every
aspect of their life is based on the
rites and spectacles associated with
voodoo. As in other African
religions, the people who practice
voodoo believe in a supreme being
or God, as we know it. However,
the supreme being is a distant entity
and so he created the other deities
or ul owa" as they are known,
through whom pledges ofaIlegience
and pleas for assistance are channelled. Only in emergency situations do practitioners of voodoo appeal directly to God himself.
The place of ceremonial practice
is sacred. The areas called the
uhounforts" dot the countryside
and they are places where elaborate

practices are performed. The
phenomenon (If possession is real in
voodoo. At voodoo ceremonies,
"the spirits can enter any person
present and during the course of
this possession. the individual may
perform certain activities he would
not have been able to accomplish in
his normal state of mind." said
Frank. This ecstatic trance is very

(Continued from Page Bl)
voodoo but neither are they uncommon in other religions. The
sacrifices serve to appease the gods,
who might have been offended or to
request a special favor of them. One
thing however. is for certain-human
sacrifices are NOT part of voodoo.
The idea of human sacrifice is a
television misconception and its
main purpose is to degrade the ex-

effective, the chief priest, or
"Hungon" acts as the doctor,
judge, community leader and
master of ceremonies on special
occasions. In fact. the first big
revolution that led to the independence of Haiti in 1804 was
said to have been aided by the
spirits, for there is no other way to
explain the crushing defeat of one

Henry Fraak. anlbropoloaist and expert on prnerved Afrkan religions lecturinl.al Barucb.

important in that it is at this time
that the gods communicate to its
worshippers.
According to Frank, blood
sacrifices are not uncommon in

otic religions and to portray a barbaric element which is' by all standards, wrong.
Frank said in Haiti, where centralized government is relatively in-

ever existed, that of Napoleon.
60,000 of Napoleon's men perished
in this war and this result allowed
Haiti to become the first independent Black republic in the world, an
t ... I ~
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inspiration that spread far and
wide.
Those who practice voodoo
believe that man has to do good on
earth in order to join the spirits
after death. In effect, the Haitian
people are so hospitable. so welldisposed and so ready to follow the
path of rightec usness , that there is
little room for viciousness. Lastly,
Frank said that the harshness of the
Haitian climate itself bears
testimony to the fact that the spirits
help their followers, for there is no
way life could have been possible
under those conditions except with
divine aid.
The reason for the terrible
. western vengeance on voodoo cannot easily be explained. Misinformation cannot be ruled out. For instance. Frank pointed out that
sorcerers exist in Haiti and they can
harm with their evil arts, but then
sorcery is not the dominion of
voodoo. Ignorance and lack of appropriate information of the
Western writers and movie makers
may therefore be a reason for their
atrocious approach to voodoo.
This highly enlightening presenauditorium at the 23rd Street
building and was partly due to the
efforts of Flaubert Anoza, president of the Haitian Cultural society
and his team as part of their contribution to the Black History
Month.
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deceptive claims made by advertisers are the stuff of her everyday
work. Mulhern stresses the importance of the agency to all people,
since everyone is a consumer, college students seeking credit can be
especially vulnerable, as seen by the
large number of credit discrimination cases the FTC acts upon.
Consumer rights are protected by
truth-in-Iending· laws, fair credit
reports, fair debt practice and collection acts, and equal credit opertunity laws. Right now Mulhern is
working on a case involving
Chinese language advertisements.

'<Mere intellectual
pursuits, without additional social activities,
are not sufficient... "
Noting the ethnic diversity of
Baruch, she stated that the aid of
any student with reading fluency in
Chinese would be welcomed. All
students with linguistic abilities are
valued. Advertisements in foreign
language newspapers, if false or
misleading, are subject to inquiry
also. Students who have skills
they'd like to volunteer, or problems regarding misleading ads are
urged to contact Mulhern at the
See "Mull1em" Page B8
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The True Essence of Voodoo

position at Lord & Taylor.
Though she was working full
time. Mulhern yearned for a more
fulfilling career. Syracuse University's law library was where she
discovered the collection of facts,
their analysis and the conclusions
drawn from them were an Himporthat discipline of the mind" which
she wished to pursue. In 1960, she
enrolled in Brooklyn Law School.
For four years, she worked 40 hour
weeks during the day and attended
classes at night. After two years at
Lord & Taylor, and two as a
legal Secretary, she graduated in
1964 with a Juris Doctor degree.
Her professional career then quickly progressed. She was admitted to
the bar after taking the exam for the
first tirne. The same day she was
sworn in as an attorney at the
Supreme Court of New York. the
Federal Trade Commission hired
her. Mulhern was the third female
lawyer ever to be taken on by the
FTC. In 1972, she acquired her
Masters of Law in trade regulation
from New York Graduate School of
Law.
For 24 years, consumer laws dealing with false and misleading advertisements have been Mulhern's
main area of involvement. Investigating violations to the public
interest, injuries made by advertising claims to public health and safety, generally, all types of unfair or
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ed to rename the school to overcome the bad reputation students
were being given. She recalls discus·
sions going on until 1 and 2 a.m.
Many suggestions for names arose
during the debates - even Queen
Elizabeth and Elvis Presley.
Ultimately, Bernard M. Baruch was
favored because he was a respected
graduate of the Boys' Free
Academy (as the school was once
known) and was still alive at the
time. Mulhern stresses "the decision to rename was not based on his
money or contributions at all."
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UNDERSTANDING AI

She added, "Once the genes are
inside there, they might as well have
been the genes that you were born
with, because they are in the same
way that the rest of the genes that
you were born with act."

Someone then asked Long if this
subversion of the T4 by the HIV
virus was the reason some people
who have been infected run constant fevers. Long explained that the
constant fevers may come from a
wide variety of causes. More often
than not they are due to the body's
attempt to fight off other diseases
that are contracted because the imrnune system is not working well.
Yet, "at the beginning of the infection, the point that somebody is infected, there can be a mononucleosis, flu-like disease stage that
lasts for two to three weeks and
then the person gets better ...for a
period of years there is no problem
whatsoever. "
Another person in attendance
asked if a doctor could tell from a
physical examination if a person
was infected with the virus or had
AIDS. Long said the doctor would
not necessarily diagnose AIDS
unless symptoms of very specific
diseases associated with AIDS were
present.
Resuming the discussion on what
happens once the virus has incorporated itself into the T4 cell Long
said, "By incorporates I mean once
genes from the virus are inside the
nucleus ... they can sit in latency
(meaning a period of inactivity) for
a long period of time ... But, eventually, something triggers them.
They have a genetic mechanism, a
regu latory system of their own, and
once that is activated or triggered
these genes act to produce new virus
particles."
In order to produce these new
particles new virus takes over the
riosomes of the T4 cell. The
riosomes will then start producing
proteins. PI8, P24 and RNA which
are t hose of the HIV virus, instead
of those usually found in a T4 cell.
As Long said, "It basically puts
itself back together." Once all the
necessary proteins are formed, the
new virus particle "goes back up to
the membrane and on that mernbrane it picks up part of the T4
cell's membrane. It actually uses the
T4 cell's membrane for its own
mem brane at that point."
According to Long, the particle
then anchors its protein to the membrane protein of the T4 cell and exocytoses, meaning it leaves the cell.
When this happens it becomes
another free-floating virus particle
that can infect another cell. Yet, the
DNA of that, the virus left in the T4
cell, is still there, allowing more
virus particles to be created."
"What happens is that one virus
• particle enters the cell, incorporates
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DNA and from there this one provirus, or this piece of DNA, can
produce many virus particles that
will leave the cell. What then happens sometimes, is so many of these
particles are leaving the cell at the
same time that it pokes holes in the
cell membrane and that kills T4
cells," Long said.
Long then discussed ways of
stopping this process that are being
researched. "You can stop the virus
from attaching, you can stop the
DNA from getting inside (the
nucleus), you can stop the RNA
from turning (which is how the
AIDS drug, AZT, seems to do) into
DNA, you can stop the genes
themselves, once they're there, in
other words, block the genes, you
can stop the virus from leaving the
cells once it's there... research is going on in all of these areas."
Next Long showed a slide of what
happens to a person infected by
HIV as m e asu r ed in the
bloodstream. Two weeks after infection an individual may go
through a syndrome that will resemble mononucleosis or the flu. Not
everyone gets this, however. Then,
after six to ten weeks a person will
seroconvert, meaning they will
begin production of antibodies to
the virus. Long described antibodies as proteins that your body
manufactures to fight off foreign
invaders. These proteins are specific
to a particular pathogen, meaning
whatever is making you sick.
"At the time of seroconversion
the amount of virus that is in the
bloodstream that can be measured,
starts to decrease...After this, the
antibodies that approach the scene
are antibodies to the outside proteins ...Those are the proteins that
. the immune system wilI react to first
because they are on the
outside...Following that the body
makes antibodies to the core protein ... and when that happens the
amount of free virus in the
bloodstream goes down."
In effect, the immune system
fights off the virus for a time. The
amount of antibodies present stay
up for years and it si their presence
that AIDS tests measure. Over
time, the amount of antibodies
tot he core protei n starts to
decrease. Long indicated that what
causes this to happen is unknown.
At this point, a person infected with
~-IIV starts to get sick. Then the
amount of virus in the bloodstream
starts to increase.
'
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Long said, "We have no idea at
this point what is cause and effect.
We don't know whether its becatrse
somebody is getting sick that the
amount of virus starts to go up, or
whether the amount of virus goes
up because of the decrease in the
P24 antibody (the core protein antibody) and we don't know what's
causing the decrease in the P24 antibody .'
Someone asked how many people
who are infected are going to stay a
symptomatic. Long replied, "It is
thought that almost everybody who
is infected will show some sign of illness within ten years. But when I
say some sign of illness that may be
~~'Q.~
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something so mild that the person
doesn't even know that they're
sick." Long stressed that it is not
known what percentage of infected
people will ever develop AIDS.
AIDS is a definition that the
Center of Disease Control, a
government agency,
created. A
person could be HIV positive and
be asymptomatic, and therefore not
fit the AIDS definition, or a person
could be very ill with ARC, AIDS
related complex, and still not be
classified as having AIDS.
The discussion turned to how the
AIDS test works. Long pointed out
that there are two tests commonly
used, the Elisa and the Western blot
test. The Elisa is an all or nothing
test. It simply shows whether or not
antibody to the HIV virus is present
or not, it does not show how much
or which antibody is present. By
New York State law, two Elisa tests
are always done on each blood
specimen by laboratories. If either
or both Elisa comes back positive,
the Western Blot test will be done.
According to Long, the Western
Blot test shows which antibodies are
present. The test looks for the antibodies to the proteins found in the
HIV virus. If antibodies are found
to two out of three specific proteins
(P120, P41 or P24) a person is HIV
positive in New York City. A
positive HIV test result means one
or two positive Elisa tests and a
positive Western Blot test. A
nqative result means two negative
Elisa tests.
However, Long stressed earlier in
her remarks that there is a "window
period" from the time a person is
infected up to six months later when
they will test negative even though
there has been HIV infection. A
person would have to have a test six
months after any-highnsk behavior
(if they did not repeat it) to have an
accurate HIV antibody test. If they
continued to engage in the high risk
behavior they would need multiple
tests.
Long said a person can have the
test done in one of two ways,
anonymously or confidentially. Using a State Department of Health
System a person goes to an
anonymous test site. They are required to have pre- and post-test
counseling and no one will ever get
the person's name. The other way is
to go to a private physician, where
the results are confidential. This
means the doctor will know the person's name and their test result.
However, they are not allowed to
disclose the information without.
written consent of the person
tested. Long advised anyone who
wanted to get an AIDS test to go to
the Health Department since a doctor would send the results there
anyhow and charge money for pertorming the test ~
A member of the audience asked
Long if blood was the only fluid
which carried the AIDS virus. She
responded "Absolutely not. This
(AIDS) is found in any body fluid
that has macrophashes T4 cells,
that has any white blood celts in it,
which is why semen is dangerous,
because semen has macrophashes in
it, it has white blood cells in it.
Vaginal fluids also have white blood
cells in them. Vaginal fluids are iffy, they don't have a lot of white
blood cells in it, unless the woman
has her period, because then you
know that there are a lot of white
blood cells in it. Or, unless there is a
vaginal infection because then the
immune system is going to send
cells there to fight that, so there's
also going to be large numbers of
white blood cells."
Long then said when people talk
about transmission of the HIV virus
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they are speaking of. exchange of
bodily fluids. She went to the black
board in the lecture hall and asked
the audience to name the bodily
fluids. She would then place them
on one of two sides of a line she had
drawn. The fluids on the left were
those high in HIV virus concentration, blood, lymph fluid, semen,
vaginal fluids, breast milk and CSF,
cerebrospinal fluid. These are high

must use
latex rubber
con d oms. "

c~You

in virus concentration primarily
because they have high concentration of white blood cells. The fluids
on the right side of the line were
urine, tears, soliva, sweat and
mucous. These were found to be
low in virus concentration and of
the 86,000 cases of AIDS reported
in the U.S. "No one single case was
found by the involvement of these
fluids or by contact with any of
these fluids." This means you are
unlikely to get AIDS from being
KISSED, coughed, spit or sneezed
on by an infected person. Saliva is
found to have a digestive enzyme
that kills HIV.
People have to worry about contact between two of the fluids with
high concentration, not a high concentration fluid coming into contact
with a low concentration fluid or
contact between two low concentration fluids. According to Long the
reason for this is that AIDS is extremely fragile,.' 'Ir.breaks.veryeasiIy ... heat kills it, light kills it, drying
up kills it, air kills it, everything
kills this thing. It took four years to
find it ... because nobody could get
it to grow in the laboratory. "Since
it is so fragile it must go straight
from one warm, wet environment
to another in order to survive."
Someone asked why oral sex posed a danger since Saliva is involved.
Long asked, "What's the first thing
that anybody does before they go
out on a date?" Brush your teeth."
Brushing and flossing create nicks
and cuts in your gums. If semen or
vaginal fluid are taken into the
mouth with nicks and cuts, it is a
perfect way to take the virus into
blood stream. Also, if a person has
gingivitis their gums are bleeding
and it is dangerous to have oral sex
for the same reasons.
Therefore, Long advised when
··Going down on a man or fellatio,
you must wear a condom, even during that activity. "However. casual
contact is not dangerous, meaning
hugging, kissing or having someone
with AIDS cry or sweat on you will
not transmit the disease. It would
take two quarts of saliva to equal
the virus concentration of the
average ejaculation.
Health care workers now all wear
gloves because they are more likely
to come into contact with the virus.
Long pointed out that the barrier
works both ways, it protects patients from health care workers who
might be infected with the HIV

Long put it simply, "Don't share
needles. " She even went as far as
advising against ear-piercing where
the same needles are used. The way
to make a needle safe is to clean it
with bleach.
The other major way to AIDS is
transmitted is through anal, oral or
vaginal sex. Long advised that
anyone engaging in any of these activities must use a condom. "Condoms come in two different forms.
I brought some with-me. They come
in
both
lubricated
and
unlubricated. If you're having oral
sex use an unlubricated condom ...
People always complain about condoms, they say thay they break,
they say that they come off and they
say that they're not effective. Quite
frankly, the major reason they
break and come off is that we don't
use them properly - we don't know
how to use them properly."
She went on to say, "Vaginal sex
and anal sex you must use a
lubricated condom and you must
lubricate a condom with a waterbased lubricant, not an oil-based
lubricant. By water-based I mean
anything that's a spermicide, spermicide jelly that you can buy in
drug stores, or Ky jelly which you
can also buy in drugstores. Oilbased, the things which you should
absolutely not use are things like
petroleum jelly, which is vaseline,
mineral oil which Baby oil, any type
of cooking oils" or oils which are
around the house because •'those
actually interact with the latex and
weaken the rubber, and can cause
condoms to break. .. The major
reason condoms break is because
the wrong lubricant was used.
The major reaason condoms
come off according to Long is "immediately after a man ejaculates,
during -interc6ijrse',-ne' must reach
down and grab the condom and
then pull out immediately. The
reason for that is because if the
erection starts to go down ... when
he pulls out, he -can lose the condom, too. The condom can stay inside the other person and leak all
over and that's not safer sex." The
other major reason a condom may
come off is lack of adequate
lubrication. Therefore Long advised using liberal amounts of lubrication on the condom. She also told
the assembly "You must use latex
rubber condoms," not any of the
"natural" types on the market.
Condoms are also commonly
lubricated with nonoxidal-9, which
has been found to kill the AIDS
virus. However, she stressed that
use of a spermicide without a condom is not effective in preventing
AIDS transmission.
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She states "mere intellectual purtuitions for schools. Yvette has ~ career path.
suits, without additional social acrecruited people to help in Hale
Reflecting on the education shetivities, are not sufficient" for
House and plans for the homeless in received at Baruch, Mulhern finds
students to be fulfilled by their colPenn Station in the second week of "the important combination of
lege years. Overall, Mulhern deems
April. She claims, "I want to give business and liberal arts provide a
respect for other students' beliefs as
!
back something."
well balanced curriculum ... the
one of the most important things to
lI
In addition to being active in I liberal arts aren't too ethereal, and
learn during the course of a college
I
Baruch's clubs, Yvette belongs to you learn good practical business
education.
the United Jewish Appeal and the skills. The student becomes well
Mulhern hopes that Baruch will i
jewish council Presidency. She rounded. There is an opportunity
continue to uuphold its academic ·1
says, "I have been very much in- for an exceIJent education fOT the
and ethical standards that it has
I
volved in doing, things for others. person ready, willing and able to
been known to have." In addition
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Yvette thinks that Baruch is a great. Mulhern considers keeping abreast
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time) for her hobbies which are
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from Baruch to go out. Her future : consultant-will consist of about 20 hours per week of 'grunt work,'
plans are to get a good job in which l meaning sending out referrel letters and some retail and institutional
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i Resource Department upon graduation.
Even though Yvette is not a i
Forty-five students signed up for an interview after the speech, and
native American and Spanish is her; eight students from Baruch have been hired. The Finance and
first language, she has proved that
Economics Society sponsored Johnson's speech. For more information
motivation can go far. uSomeone
regarding the internship program, please contact Erik Johnson at (212)
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The American soctatgtor Personnel Rdministration
(R.S.P.R.) is 8 na-tjoftaf assectetton comprised of
human resources professionals. The Baruch College
Chapter prouides students interested in the human
resources field with information on current
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The two main ways AIDS is
transmitted is blood to blood contact through sharing of needles or
through sex. When drugs are
"shot" into a vein some blood is
"booted" back into the needle.
When this happens and the needle is
shared, blood from one or more
persons will be mixed with that of
the next user, making transmission
more likely.

10-3:00 pm/4:30-6:45 pm
At the end of the lecture Long
spilled a shopping bag full of condoms, unlubricated and lubricated
with nonoxidaJ-9, onto the table in
front of her. She said she would not
take any of them back with her, so
everyone should lake some.
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Imagine this: You are a columnist
on a dark, dreary Wednesday even-
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school the following Monday. You
have just finished an exhausting day
at work, and uTired" and
"Cranky" are your first and middle
names. Two days ago, your editor
informed you that your first article
of the new term is due the same day
you return to school. If that. is not
enough, you are suffering from
acute writer's block, and you must
stay in the office to do an interview
with some model you have never
seen before. And she is already
twenty minutes late.
I was faced with the above
scenario this past January. One
would figure that any healthy,
heterosexual male with a strong
libido would salivate at the opportunity to interview a cover-girl from.
Visions magazine, Guess again. I
was not overly excited about the interview , especially considering my
Fatigue at the time-especially since
she was not a musician-and the only
reason I stayed as long as I did was
because I hadpromised myeditorI
would do t-he interview. And she
was 20 minutes iatet! I stayed, and
by staying (albeit while mumbling
under my breath) I found out why it
is said that patience is a virtue: my
reward was an unforgettable interview with Princess Bodden.
Why unforgettable? There are
really too many reasons to list, but
let me start with what everyone
thinks of when a model comes to
mind: her physical appearance. No
insult intended, but Princess does
not really look like a model. She is
very attractive, but her attractiveness is not immediately evident.
It rather hits you wi th the force of a
Long Island iced tea: it drifts into
vour subconscious slowly and
unobtrusively, yet permanently.
When asked to describe her look,
Princess herself cannot pinpoint it,
offering as an explanation,
"Princess's look is the look she
wakes up with in the morning. I can
be anyone I want, in the sense that I
can look very young or look much
older." Her Hispanic heritage adds
to her unique look, as do her eyes.
"My eyes talk a lot, she says. If. t~e
description of her seems vague. It IS
H

•
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because her look really is void of accurate description. It's just... there.
This HlookU-whatever it may
be-has served Princess well in the
modeling world. She has been in the
field since she was twelve. HI
started as a dancer," she says. "A
family friend, who was a
photographer at the time, asked if I
could be taken into the studio so he
. could take pictures of me. He told
my parents that they should put me
into modeling because I had the
talent and the beauty." She then attended and graduated from the Barbizon Institute. There she learned
how to present herself for different
venues and in different situations.
During this period, Princess also
did a lot of work in her community,
teaching children in her church the
disciplines of ballet, modern dance,
and gymnastics. These events would
all tum out to be invaluable ex~
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training session was followed by a
pageant, held at the Omni Hotel in
Manhattan. Princess remembers,
UI was running for (the title 00
'Ms. Personality.' I was not thinking about winning the (overall title)
at all. The day of the contest, I did
everything I was supposed to do.
When it came to the selections, we
had to wait four hours for the
.results. I found out then that they
had chosen another girl as 'Ms. Personality;' I was very disappointed." .
It turns out that Princess did not
win "Ms. Personality" because she
was chosen as the title winner, Ms.
Visions, 1988. .. I had no time to
smile because all the girls attacked
me. I was shocked," she said.
Princess's Visions-quest has
opened up a lot of doors for her.
Currently, she is entertaining other
modeling offers. and has created
her own agency-s-Princess Production

Modeling

Agency-c-xnrough

which she works with and for other
mOdelS and ddijiidS. &?Ie IS near

the' end of"fier-reijri'-as--~V~lOns". .
cover-girl, but she will concentrate
her future efforts on learning the
administrative end of pageants. "I
want to test (my ability in) lighting,
scenery, and (putting) together a
show." Additionally, she looks forward to completing her degree in
Business Education, and returning
to her first love-working with
children. Princess believes that •'the
market is very strong when it comes
to children. A lot of parents that
have photogenic or talented
children, unfortunately, do not go
to an agency (to develop the
children). If I work with these kids,
I would help to develop new talent,
not only for my agency, but for
everyone." It is not often that I get
to interview such a talented,
beautiful, intelligent person as
Princess. Now you have some idea
why I called this meeting unforgettable. Now ,if she only could have
gotten here on time ...

OF

periences, and Princess would draw
on all of them when she decided to
compete for the spot of cover-girl
of Visions magazine, a publication
devoted to international fashion
trends and designers.
Princess's journey to cover-girl
of Visions began, oddly enough, at
a Michael Jackson concert here in
the city. "This guy was in the middie of Madison Square Garden giving out flyers to all these girls," she
says. She got one, but did not read
it until the next day. The flyer was a
notice of an upcoming open audition for models and actresses. Graced with the blessings of her parents
and manager, Princess entered the
competition..•• I was very nervous,
due to the fact I was among a lot of
pretty girls," she says. For the next
four months, she spent every Saturday learning the unseen and esoteric
side of the modeling world. This
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Gene Hackman

Dustin Hoffman
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Edward James Olmos

Max Von Sydow

Tom Hanks

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR

T

nominated for best' actress, tor
"Working Girl" vying for best supporting actress nods.

MARTIN STARKEY

TARK'S·
Dean Stockwell
Why does Hollywood bother
with any other month of the year
except December? Time after time
Hollywood has demonstrated,
through its Academy Award
nominations, that movies released
in the first) 1 months of the year do
not deserve recognition (or at least
not as much recognition) as those
films released in December, even
though the summer movies continue to carry the industry. Apparently the Academy is sticking to
its creed that box office cash does
not equal Oscar gold. (Steven
Spielberg should be familiar with
that one.)
All five nominated choices for
best picture came from the
December movie crop as well as two
out of the five Academy choices for
best actor and actress (Hoffman
and Hackman and Close and Griffith). All five nominees for the best
supporting actress category came
from movies released during the
Christmas season and three out of
the five men nominated for best
director (Levinson, Nichols and
Parker) directed movies that
premiered in December. The
Screenplay
adaptation,
cinematography, original score and
art direction categories also had a
three out of five lean toward the
holiday movies. Only the best supporting actor category (Not including foreign related categories.)
was devoid of a December movie
entry .

Alec Guinness

Kevin Kline

r:
Martin Landau

A nd River Phoenix

..•SO WHO GOT NOMINATED?
"Rain Man," Barry Levinson's
gripping drama about two very different brothers, emerged as the
Academy favorite grabbing eight
nominations that included a best
picture, best actor and best director
nod. ., Dangerous Liaisons" and
"Mississippi Burning" each earned
seven nominations that also includ-

OSCAR DISTINCfIONS,
SNUBBS AND SURPRISES
Sigourney Weaver is the only person this-year to receive mention in
both female acting categories, the
first time this has been done since
Jessica Lange did it in 1982. It is interesting to note that in the last fourinstances in Oscar history in which
a performer was cited for a leading
and supporting performance he or
she has always won the supporting
award.
Geeila Davis
ed best picture, best actor and best
Meryl Streep is up for a best acdirector honors. "Liaisons" also tress nomination for the sixth time
copped a best actress nomination in her career and has been
while
"Burning"
joined nominated for eight of the 15 films
"Liaisons
in the best actress in whch she has appeared in. (She
category. "Working Girl" starring also had two best supporting actress
Melanie Griffith, Harrison Ford nods.) A win would place her with
and Sigourney Weaver receive: six Walter Brenner and Ingrid
nominations which included best Bergman as the only individuals to
picture, best actress, best suppor- have received three acting Oscars,
ting actress and best director while and just one behind Katherine Hep"The Accidental Tourist" starring burn who leads everybody with
William Hurt, Kathleen Turner and four. Glenn Close also has an exGeena Davis pulled in four ~ two of ceptional track record when it
which were in the best picture and comes to receiving Oscar nominabest supporting actress category.
tions, five out of eight. but unforEdward James Olmos, Tom
tunately she has .no winsyet.
,
Hanks and Max Von Sydow aU
Of 'the directors contending. for
received best actor nods for "Stand the best director Oscar, Mike
and Deliver," •'big," and "Pelle Nichols has now scored himself
The Conqueror" respectfully. Jodie four nominations in his career. He
Foster joined Griffith and Close in was previously nominated for his
the best actress category for her per- work on "Who's Afraid Of Virgina
formance in "The Accused" as did Woolf?" and "Silkwood, while
Sigourney Weaver for "Gorillas in winning for "The Graduate" starrThe Mist" and the durable Meryl ing Dustin Hoffman. Alan Parker
Streep for "A Cry In The Dark."
has been nominated once before for
Along with Barry Levinson, Mike his work on •'Midnight Express"
Nichols and Alan Parker; Martin and Martin Scorsese received menScorsese is up for best director tion for directing "Raging Bull," a
honors for "The Last Temptation film in which Robert DeNiro was
Of Christ" as is the 78-year old given the best actor award back in
Charles Crichton for" A Fish Call- 1980. Barry Levinson, although he
ed Wanda." In contention for best has never had a best director
supporting actor are Alec Guinness nomination, has had two previous
for "Little Dorrit ," and first timers nominations as screenwriter for Frances McDonnand
Kevin Kline, Martin Landau, Rive!" " ... And Justice For All" and
Pheonix and Dean Stockwell for "Diner. "
their performances in "A Fish CallDustin H"GtTman has a chance to
ed Wanda," "TUCKER: A Man win his second Oscar out of six
And His Dream," "Running On nominations. He won in 1979 for
Empty," and "Married To The "Kramer Vs Kramer" (Meryl
Mob. "
Streep also got a nomination for K.
The best supporting actress vs K.) and was in the running for
category has Joan Cusack for "The Graduate." "Midnight
"Working Girl." Geena Davis for Cowboy,"
"Lenny"
and
"Accidental Tourist," Frances "Tootsie." Gene Hackman could
McDormand for "Mississippi Bur- also grab his second Oscar, having
ning," Michelle Pfeiffer for already won in 1971 for his por"Dangerous Liaisons" and
(Continued on Page 816)
Sigourney Weaver, who is also
Joan Cusack
And Sigourney Weaver
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Arista, 1985

No, that label is not a misprint. One
would never believe that a major label
w'ould have sense enough to leave a good
thing alone, but thankfully the executives at
Arista had the foresight to trust the j udgement of producer Lewis Martinee and
Leave a good formula alone. And to think'
that they released this one year before the
Express arrived. Expose became akin to
royalty because of this record, and Miami
established itself as a freestyle foundation.
This was also one of the first upternpo (122
beats per minute) freestyle jams, a departure from traditional freestyle tempos.
Another record for the ages, and a record
with massive crossover impact.

Vinylmania, 1984

Dye Como Va, ••
Soon after Queens decided it was going to
take hip hop hostage and never return it,
the Bronx and Upper Manhattan were left
to discover and nurture a new musical concept to call their own. What followed was
the creation of a new type of dance music,
one that would utilize and become heavily
dependent upon the polyrhythms of
western Africa and Latin America. These
rhythms were combined with the latest
technologies and street concepts and fused
into a movement that would be known as
freestyle. Just as hip hop had its hierarchy
and special nightspots, so did, freestyle: the
royalty included Jellybean Benitez, Eddie
Rivera, Albert Cabrera and Tony Moran
(a.k.a. The Latin Rascals), Louie Vega. and
Andy ·Tripoli. while tfle-~--of choice .
were the Devil's Nest, the Fun House, and
Danceteria. Also· similar to hip hop, it
would not be long before the major recording labels would recognize the money to be
made from both the music and its followers
and inevitably dilute the music and the
culture inherent in it. Despite some differences, hip hop and freestyle were actually very interconnected at one point, with
both African-Americans and Hispanics
creating and enjoying both arts. Listed
below are some of the most memorable
jams of the freestyle movement-before the
majors came in todivide and conquer both
freestyle and hip hop.
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EXPOSE
"Point Of No Return"

TINAB
"Honey To A Bee"
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tion and promotional job-usually a major
problem for an independent label dealing
with its first monster hit.
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TKA
HOne Way Love"
"Come Get My Love"
Tommy Boy, both /986
TKA was a relatively latest entry into the
freestyle foray, especially when you consider that they were regular's at the Nest.
When they finally did get their act together,
they scored big. TKA was also helped by
their fortuitous timing-in 1986 freestyle
(which somehow had gotten dubbed "Latin
Hip hop" by some knucklehead) was beginning its assimilation into prime-time radio
in New York City and Miami. These two
songs are just some of the many that The
Latin Rascals graced with their talented
hands. The group released their first album
in 1987. and it did well, but it may be a long
time before we hear from them again.
(They are rumored to have been "caught
out there" by their manager and Tommy
Boy Records.)
THE COVER GIRLS
"Show Me"
Fever, /986
This was another group and record that was
lucky enough to have been propelled by the
1986 Freestyle Express. The record really
did not need such a fortuitous boost,
though: "Show Me" was rougher than Don .
Johnson's chin at five in the afternoon. The
Rascals combined with another member of
freestyle'S royalty-Anthony Panda- to
provide a beat for the ages. Louie Vega's
Heartthrob mix was the Uptown favorite,

while The Rascals' Florida mix got primetime play in Miami. This one was also a
favorite of the Baruch College got-nothingbetter-to-do-but-sit-out-in-front-of-theschool-and-look-fly crew.

This song always seemed to be a mating
call to all the "chulitas" in the crowd. Tina
dedicated this one to the Kids from
Brooklyn; I dedicate it to the Kids of East
177th Street. Bronx, U.S.A. We rocked this
to deathl! Originally released in 1984, the
song was released again in 1986 with, a
special Latin Rascals remix. The original
came from the hands of Arthur Baker and
John Robie. Talk about nepotism-Arthur
and Tina were only husband and wife, but
Tina definitely got the better end of the deal
because Arthur didn't really need her to
write a hit song. Robie and Baker were one
of freestyle's hottest production teams, failing only behind The Rascals and the Jellybean/Mark Bray combinations. It will be
interesting to see, how Tina does now that
she and Baker are no longer wed and she
has changed record labels.

meone as fly as Sa-fire be named Wilma in
real life?
KASSO
"Key West"
Original label and dale unknown
DOPE!! Read that seven times, repeat it
to yourself, and maybe you'll get the idea.
Even the bootleg version with Jellybean's
messed-up edit is dope five times over.
LISA LISA AND CULT JAM
"/ Wonder If I Take You Home"
Clean You Feel The Beat"
Columbia, 1984, 1985
There was once a time when I thought
Lisa Velez, Espanador, and A/ike Hughes
would be the definitive freestyle group. "I
Wonder. .. '" established the group as a
definitive force on the New York scene, and
..... Beat" only solidified that position fur- .
ther. Their self-titled debut album was very
urban, very chic, and very freestyle. Then
the Plague of' The Majors set in and that
was the last of the Cult Jam. What a waste
of talent. It seems incredible that a group's
culture and soul could be so diluted over the
period between debut and follow-up
albums.
"'"

NOCERA

Duce Mac dona'. aet allY better ..... Joyce
Sims' "AD ADd All."

C-BANK
,'One More Shot"
NEXT-Plateau, 1984
"One More Shot" was once as hot as
Raze's "Break For Love" when the latter
was released this time last year _ This was
C-BANK's greatest hit by far, and one of
the few hits that did not come from the
camps of Jellybean Benitez. The Rascals or
Arthur Baker. John Robbie, however, was
a very instrumental force in the freestyle
movement, and it was his writing, arrangement, and production that made "One
More Shot" a Danceteria favorite. Not on'Iy did this record establish C-BANK as artist, it helped to solidify NEXT-Plateau's
reputation as an independent label.
JOYCE SIMS'
"AII And All" (Domestic and UK Remix)
Sleeping Bog, /986
Freestyle does not get much better that
this; dance music just does not get much
better than this. "All and All" was a
monster hit, propelling Sleeping Bag to
''OJ's Choice" status in all the reputable
record stores: Mantronik, of Mantronix
fame, wrote and produced both the
domestic and the remixed releases, and he
teamed up with Charlie Dee and Chep
,'Chip Chop" Nunez. (Nunez is now working at Koala Studios, affiliated with Sleeping Bag.) As if the domestic release were
not enough, Sleeping Bag released the
remix about six months after the song's initial release, and DJ's flocked to the stores
to get that one, too. Credit Mantronik for
bringing good songwriting back into vogue,
and credit Sleeping Bag for a fine distribu-

SA-FIRE
"Don't Break My Heart"
Cutting, /986
This I must dedicate to Downtown
Records because it was one of the few
records Albert got excited about. When I
asked him if I should buy a copy for my collection, Al said, "No. Buy two." The
Marin brothers-Aldo and Amado-are
responsible for this being so big, and for Safire becoming so popular. (Omar Santana's
production didn't hurt.) A great song for
DJs because the dub version was almost ten
minutes long. How in the world could so-

"Summertime, Summertime"
Sleeping Bag, /986
About the only thing wrong with ."Summertime ... "was that it was released in the
middle of the summer instead of the beginning. This was a truly auspicious debut for
Nocera, who, like many dance artists, never
quite topped this one. Mantronik mixed the
single, while Floyd Fisher and Nocera did
the' production chores. Another editing
lesson was provided courtesy of the "Bad
Boy," Chep Nunez. The Koala struck oil
again, although the album was disappointring.

JELLYBEAN
"The Mexican"
"Was Dog A Doughnut"
·'Dancing On The Fire"
All from "Wotupski?" .
EMI. /984
The first good thing about the "Wotupski?" album is the tag on the front cover.
(See uTOUR"
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ARTS

SMALL

BUT
GRAND
By ELOISE NIEDERKIRCHNER

(

The house lights dim, the
chandeliers rise slowly to the ceiling, the conductor raises his baton
and we hear the music of the overture as the gold curtains part to
reveal the first scene of "The Marriage of Figaro". No, we are not in
the Metropolitan Opera House in
Lincoln Center, we "are in the
Amato Opera House on the
Bowery. This best-pocket OffBroadway theatre of 100 seats is the
place to get acquainted with opera
in a relaxed, informal atmosphere,
away from the off-putting hauteur
of the uptown houses, and if you
are already an opera fan you will
enjoy the Amato experience.
Maestro Anthony Amato, artistic
director and conductor, has guided
his company through forty-one
years of grand opera, maintaining
consistently high quality of performances. Limited resources and
space have not prevented him from
producing some of the most interesting and note worth events on
the New York opera scene, including several American premieres
to critical acclaim. A legion of
young professional singers have
gained stage experience with Amato .
and have gone on to perform in the
major houses throughout the U.S.
and Europe. Many of them have
made their
mark at the
Metropol it an Opera Company,
spanning the years from the

while he studied voice. As a young
artist he toured with various companies singing comprimario roles.
He soon turned to directing. Then,
seeing the need for young singers to
gain experience in opera and audiences who could not afford the
price of a ticket at the bigger
houses, he and his wife, Sally, embarked on the adventuresome
course of founding their own company. That was in 1948, their first
performance "The Barber of
Seville" in the auditorium of Our
Lady of Pompeii Church in Greenwich Village.
The company now bas a repertory of over 60 operas. Currently
pI ayi ng is "The Marriage of
Figaro" by Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, which has been delighting
audiences for over 200 years since it
was first presented in Vienna in

New York, N. Y.· 10003 Tickets
512. CaD (212) 228-8209 forrese"_·
.
IND "F"
tlons, Transportation:
train to 2nd Ave. Sta.: Lexington
Ave. train to Bleecker St. Sta.; Lexington Ave.-City Han bus No. 102
to
Bleecker
Street.
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alien, whose name must beWithh"ek.r
for legal reasons). Second, is
Albrecht, (Winston Dennis), the
strongest man on Earth, found
playing servant to the Vulcan
(Oliver Reed) and his beautiful
wife, Venus, the Love Goddess,
(portrayed by Uma Thurman).
Next, the Baron and Sally meet up
wit h
Adolphus
(Charles
McKeown), who can see further
than a telescope and Gustavus (Jack
Purvis) who has exceptional hearing
and can blow harder than any wind.
They meet in, of all places, the belly
of a giant sea monster. Well, the
Baron has found all his former servants, and is prepared to return to
the city and defeat the Turks. There
is only thing in his way; all his servants have lost their magnificent
powers, due to old age. They return
to the city, and battle ensues.
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jjMORK
FROM
ORK," IS
KING OF
THE MOON

The acting in this all-star production is superb! Every role was
perfectly cast and the acting was
state-of-the-art. John Neville gives
one of his best performances, as the
self-righteous Baron, and with the
help of make-up artist, Fabrizio
Sforza, is completely believable as a
man who's age fluctauates thirty
years throughout the film. Sarah
Polley is a wonderful young actress

(Thai'S a hintt)
By LISA CERMAK

who has a bright future ahead of
her.
"The Adventures of Baron Munchausen" was a magnificent film.
The special effects in this film are
Oscar material. Special Effects
Wizard, Richard Conway created
some of the most spectacular
moments in this film, including the
Baron riding on a cannonball, a
huge fish consuming the Baron and
guests, and a magical battle against
the Turks. The King and Queens of
the moon are an especially mentionable task, as their heads detached from their bodies, and floated
through the air on record discs.
"The Adventures of Baron Munchausen" can be compared with
"Alice in Wonderland" and
"Through the Looking Glass" in
that all three movies take the viewer
on a fantasy ride through their own
imagination. However, this is not
just for kids-s-v'The Adventures of
Baron Munchausen" is a movie for
all ages, much like "The Wizard of
Oz." In fact, one is strongly
reminded of the latter film, in that a
young girl is aided by a cast of
unlikely characters who all reach
their full potential moments before
a spectacular ending, in which the
young girl realizes "There's no
place like home."

When I was in Junior High
School, I had a friend who would
always come rushing breathlessly
into class on Monday morning, telling stories about how her family
was rushed off to Paris, London, or
Germany Friday night at the last
minute-because her father was a
secret agent for t he government.
She would constantly tell my other
friends and I how her father
Scene from "The Marriage of Figaro"
outsmarted international assassins
who were trying to kill him via a
variety of sick, malicious ways.
1786. Set in Seville in the 17th century the story revolves around
Needless to say, she earned the
Figaro, valet of Count Alrnaviva,
repu t at ion of a liar-because
who has designs on Susanna,
everyone knew what she described
Figaro's fiancee. Cherubino, the
was humanly impossible.
page, is in love with Countees
I thought again -of this friend,
Almaviva , The plot takes us
while viewing "The Adventures of
Baron Muncllausen (2nd from right) and entourage appear ready for a real
through an amusing romp of ruses,
BarOI.l MWI4:bau.seIl." For more
.weird advmtare.
suber fuges, disguises, mistaken
than lWO centuries the credibility of
E L E BRA T E------~
identities and confrontations.
the Baron's fantastical adventures
Susanna eludes the Count. He is
have been disputed, with many
chastened, the way is cleared for
believing that he was just a crazy
Susanna and Figaro, a suitable
old man whose imagination ran
match is found for Cherubino and
away with him. However, no one
all ends happily. Performances of
could prove he was not telling the
i nt e r nat i o n al l v-k n o wn Mi z n o n
IN
AT
"Marriage
of
Figaro"
continue
truth. Well, director Terry Gilliam
Dunn to the brilliant young tenor,
weekends through Sunday, April 2,
has found a delightful way to set the
Neil Shicoff', currently performing
Saturdays
at
7:30.
Sundays
at
2:30.
record straight in this marvelous
there. "There should be more
-y-c
on
There is one extra performance Fricomedy. Set in the 18th Cencompanies like mine,' says Amato,
day, March 17, at 7:30.
tury-on a Wednesday-the movie
'and they should be subsidized by
The Amato season closes with the
opens to show a siege on a Eurobig opera companies which freFT. LAUDERDALE'S PREMIERE
double
bill
of
"Cavalleria
pean City by the Turkish Army. At
quently send their singers here to
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB
the same time, a play is being
Ru s t icana" and "P agl iacci"
popularly known as "Cav" and
enacted inside a hal f-crumbling old
18 YEARS AND OLDER ADMITTED
"Pag," starring Saturday, April 15,
theatre. The play entitled, "The
at 7:30 and continuing weekends
Adventures of Baron Munchausen"
10 A.M.
6 P.M.
PARTIES
through Sunday, May 7, with one
is basically a satire of the Baron and
LIVE D.J. EMCEEING POOLSIDE CONTEST. WATER VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT. FREET-SHIRT RElAYS • THE BELLYFLOP CONTEST
performance on Friday, April 28."
his fantasies. Several minutes into
AND CLIMAX THE DAY WITH ... mE WETrEST.. WET T-SHIRT CONTEST
"Cavalleria Rusticana" by Pietro
the show, a wrinkled old man apFEATIJRED IN PIAYBOY MAGAZINE. CASH PRIZES • FREE T -SIfiRTS
Mascagni , takes place in a Sicilian
pears at the back of the theatre,
AND OTHER GIVEAWAYS
village in the nineteenth century on
yelling" Lies! Lies l: Baron MunSUMMER GAMES VIDEO NOW ON SALE AS SEEN ON CABLE T.V.
Easter. It is a story of love betrayed
chausen ,
and revenge. Turiddu , returning
The Baron, played by actor John
7 P.M. to 8 P.M.
from army service, finds his fiancee Neville. takes the stage and begins
COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR
to tell concerned citizens that the
Lola, has married someone else. He
~
becomes engaged to a village girl,
Turks are attacking because he won
., Santuzza but cannot resist Lola's
a bet against their Sultan, and made
; ch ar rn s . They resume their
off with all his money. He proceeds
FREE SPRING BREAK '89 T·SHIRT WITH PAID ADMISSION FOR ABOVE COL '~EGE
snJDENTS BETWEEN 7 AND 8 P.M. WITH PROPER COLLEGE 1.0.
romance. Lola's husband discovers
to explain his avent ures, which the
the truth, challenges Turridu and
skeptical audience stays to listen to.
ALL .BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER 75¢
kills him in a duel.
He promises to save the city.
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!
.. Pagliacci" by Ruggiero LeonDesperate at this point the towns
cavallo is another story of love
people decide to take him up on the
EVENINGS
betrayed which ends in tragedy.
offer. In a hot air balloon, created
Anthony Amato directs patrons into
SUMMERS ON THE BEACH PRESENTS ... FURY
Canio, "It Pagliaccio" the clown
by using women's silken knickers,
Opera House.
FT. LAUDERDALE'S FINEST ROCK 'N ROIL BAND
he heads for the moon, with a
travels with his wife, Nedda and a
gain experience." Amato has rightly
troop of actors from town-to town.
young girl as a stowaway. The girl,
NIGHTLY PLAYING THE BEST DANCE MUSIC • . .
been dubbed 'the ·unsung hero of Canio learns that Nedda is having
actress Sarah Polley, daughter of
PLUS 6 BARS TO SERVE YOU!
opera'. Last year, in recognition of an affair with one of the men in the
the head of the actor's group, is the
CLIP & SI\\~r:
the company's disti nguished history
town where they are giving a perforonly person who truly believes in .~CUJ>&
Baruch College March 26.1989
Mayor Koch issued a proclamation
mance. He sings one of the most
him.
declaring May 22 t 1988, as ('The
famous arias in the opera repertory,
It is at this point that the auONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK
Amato Opera Theater 40th An"Vesti la guibba". He must put on
dience is taken into a world of fanGOOD FROM 7-8 P.M. NIGHnY
niversary. Day."
tasy. The purpose of his journey is
his clown costume and make people
ILIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER)
Anthony Amato arrived in the
Summers
on
the
Beach.
219
S. Atlantic Blvd. FL Lauderdale. F1... (3051462-8971-'
laugh even though his heart is to enlist the aid of his servants-all
U.S. at the age of 7 when his family
(LOCATED
1/2
BLOCK
NORTH OF lAS OUtS BLVD. ON AlA)
breaking. The opera is a playvirtual superheroes. First, there is
ADMISSION
POUCY:
18 YEARS OR OLDER WELCOME
erniurate d from Minori, Italv.
within-a-play. During the perfor- Berthold, (Eric fide), the fastest
.
Growing up in a musical family in
mance Canio loses control and kills man on Earth, who has been held
New Haven, Connecticut, his four
Nedda and 'ier lover.
prisoner by the King of The Moon,
brothers became instrumentalists
AM~:r.Q OPERA.• 3J~ . ~owery, .. (played by America's favorite TV
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BOOK REVIEW
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MER[\'11IAP
JA1V1ES E. ~1ARTIN
The Mercy Trap
by James Martin
Putnam, $18.95, 324 Pages.
By GLEN J. SPANGLER

lames E. Martin, like many
writers, has an unusual kind of
background. Not many high school
English teachers, I would guess, go
on to pursue careers as police officers. Even in Ohio. He spent 17
years in his Norwalk police department, and then became a special
investigator for the state of Ohio in
1984. In 1986 he had a heart attack
and retired. In 1989 he is 52 and
writing his second Gilbert Disbro
novel, which makes The - Mercy
Trap his first Gilbert Disbro novel.
Disbro is a laid off cop who has
become a private detective at 25. It
is rumored that George Orwell
decided on the year 1984 by reversing t48, the year he was writing the
novel. Could it be that James E.
Martin got Disbro's age by reversing his own, 52? I must say,
Disbro's personality and attitude

are more that of a jaded 52-year-old
long time veteran of the force than
someone who was a teenager just
~ix years ago. I wouldn't, for example, expect to catch Disbro listening
to rock and roll. Like the main
characters of most first person narratives, he is quite plainly possessed
by the spirit of his author, which
made it hard for me to accept him
as a 25-year-old in 1989. I suppose
it'sa good thing James E. Martin
didn't write this at 51 or 50.
But Mr. Martin does have a flair
for expressing himself in clever,
often witty, ways. and now and
then Disbro responds to the other
characters with quips you would expect to hear from I.M. Fletcher of"
the Fletch novels. An example:
" ... 'So you came all the way
from Cleveland. ' He made it sound
as if it were some remote corner of
the world instead of a place thirty
miles from where we sat.
'All . in one day. Modern
t ransportat ion is wonderful. ",
Another example:
"He looked up from the crimescene photographs he was
studying ... 'Oh, it's you.' He found
more of interest in the dead body.
'Love and kisses right back to
you. ,to
If you've read any of the Fletch
novels you can see what I mean.
James E. Martin might owe
something to Gregory McDonald,
but the result is entertaining.
The plot is equally good, as plots
go. Not a spectacular departure
from anything ever written, but
worthy of a place on the shelf
among hundreds of other good
whodunnits. It is your classic, traditional mystery where lots of potential clues and dialog are paraded
before the detective and the au-

dience, and you can count on it all
coming together to form a solution
at the end. The convention is that
the detective will summarize it all to
the culprit tor vice versa. The Mercy
Trap uses this blueprint well.
misleading us enough to keep things
interesting.
But we must remember that Murphy's Law governs the universe.
There had to be another flaw. And
here it is:
"I drove east to Kinsman across
the southern fringe of Slavic-Village
and crossed Broadway t which was
the deadline.

Author James Martin.

Beyond that point, the area
became what urbanologists like to
call 'a neighborhood in transition,'
meaning it was turning black.
Blockbusters had managed to invade from the north and east so that
only a few isolated whites clung to
their deteriorating properties-too
poor, too stuck, or too stubborn to
move out. A racist view, you say?
I'd rather think of it as realistic. I
keep remembering that money was
made off the misery and that now it
is earning interest in white bank ac-

counts. "
I've seen nothing that suggests
t hat Gil Disbro doesn't speak for
James E. Martin. And I don't know
much about blockbusters, but in
the very least his implications are
unfair. Maybe there are people who
profit from the creation of black
slums, but blacks are not members
of another species whose natural
habitat is the slum. (Notice he
doesn't even use the word
"slum"- we're supposed to take'
that for granted.) Criminal tendencies and unsanitary habits are not
innate black characteristics. The
preservation of separate lilly white
neighborhoods is not the ideal.
I can't take a "holier than thou"
position on this. In fact, I don't
think I've ever known anyone of
any race whoever displayed a hint
of bigotry. But whether its me saying something to be ashamed of, or
a friend mocking Orientals or
whites with contempt, or an excerpt
like the one above, it will leave a
bad taste in my mouth. In this case
it made it a little bit harder to appreciate the second half of The
Mercy Trap, an otherwise tasty
meal.

PAUL SIMON
(a

~

biography)

Paul Simon
by Patrick Humphries
Doubleday, $17.95
By BARBARA MEISSNER
"Paul Simon," a biography by

Patrick Humphries, somehow
managed to make Simon the most
uninteresting person I ever read
about.
The fatal flaw of the book is that
it failed to make me feel I was really
getting to know about Simon's life.
Humphries writes likehe is relating
what he heard from a friend of a
friend of a friend (you get the idea)
of Simon. There is no "inside information." Also, the biography reads
like a technical textbook; the
language used by Humphries is at
times ridiculously archaic. For example, as the following excerpt
shows: "It stands as a version by
the composer, justifiably proud of
his creation and still finding his way
round the song-hear him attack the
penultimate verse as he castigates
the fools who do not know."
Humph ries also describes
Simon's song "I Am A Rock" as
~ 'poetically petulant." Give me a
break, Mr. Humphries. Who wants
to read this kind of garbage. Humphries needs to relax; his language is
too uptight. He needs to be writing
nuclear fission books, not
biographies about legendary folk
singers.
I would not go as far as inciting
the Civil Liberties Union by holding
a book burning fiesta, however, any
other action to protest the
publishing of this book seems kind.
This book is a waste of good
oaper. Consider all the disappearing rainforests. Trees are being cut
down to make paper. Humphries
should write a letter of apology for
wasting good paper on a stagnan t
book, or he should, at least, start an
ambitious paper recycling program
in his neighborhood.
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BUSCH

GARDENS
THE OlD COUNTRY
WllllA"''\~HlJK(_,

\1\

• ROUNDTRIP TRANSPORTATION VIA DELUXE LAVATORY EQUIPPED MOrORCOACHES WITH RECLININGSEATS, AND CLIMATE CONTROL.
· 3 NIGHTS DELUXE ACCOMMODATIONS AT THE BEST WESTERN OCEA/.,
FRONT IN VIRIGINIA BEA CH.
• FULL USE OF ALL HOTEL FACILITIES, INCLUDING INDOOR POOLS.
• THVRSDA Y, FRIDAY, AND SA TURDA Y NIGHTS PARTY ON THE STRIP, OR
TAKE THE BUS TO ONE OF VIRIGINIA'S HOT SPOTS. AND ENJOY THE OUTDOORS. STROLL ON THE BEACH, BASK IN THE SUN. OR BROWSE IN THE
SHOPS.
BUSCH GARDENS ON SATURDAY 15 OPTIONAL, AND WIU BE AT AN ADDITIONAL CHARGE, BUT TRY NOT TO MISS ITII (FOR YOU ROLLER COASTER
LOVERS, DON7 MISS THE BIG BAD WOLF, OR THE LOCH NESS MONSTERlI).
• PROFESSIONAL RICHMOND TOURS ESCORT.
• ALL TAXES AND GRATUITIES.

PRICE PER PERSON

QUAD $150.00
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •HOW TO SIGN UP • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Contact Larry McCleary or Linda Gioia with your NON-REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT of
$75.00 NO LATER THAN March 23, 1989. The FINAL balance i. due ON OR BEFORE,
BUT NO LATER THAN April 27, 1989. Please make all payments payable to Richmond
Tours. There are NO REFUNDS for cancellations made the same day . . the trip. Larry or
Linda can be reached Monday, Wednesday or Fridavfrom 9-5 at (718) 979-3111 or Mad
to Richmond Tours, 1828 Hylan Blvd., Staten Island N.Y. 10305, or come to a Travel
Club Meeting Room 1308 23rd Street Club Hours.

TRIPLE $172.00

DOUBLE $2fJ8.00
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replace Bertelsrnann A. G., a
privately owned German publisher.
as the world's largest cornrnunications company in term, of revenue,
Bcrtelsrnari's revenue was put at
more than $6 billion in 1987.

and tenth pages of its february 25th
issue. They are fuUy aware that if
the term is adopted in radio, it will
have a multiplicative effect and be
used in other industries. It would
also prevent such atrocities as
Michael's winning the award he
won earlier this year from happening again.

A SELLOUT!

(Conlinu('d from Page 812)

trayal of Popeye Doyle in "The
French Connection." For the
record, Marlon Brando ("On The
Wafer Front ;" "The Godfafher"),
Gary Cooper ("Sergeant York,"
"High Noon "J. Fredric March
(<CDr. Jekyll And ,..,fr. Hvde,"
«Best Year:s Of Our Lives) and
Spencer Tracy (' 'Captains
Courageous," "Boys Town") are
the only men to have twice won the
best actor award.
Who Framed Steven Spielberg?
Who else? The Academy, They
honored Spielberg's "Who Framed
Roger Rabbit,~' the top grossing
film of t he year. with six purely
technical nominations which just
reinforces Hollywood's antiSpielberg fervor. Clint Eastwood
\\ as left high and dry for his directing efforts on "'Bird." the story. of
jazz great Charlie Parker as was
Forrest Whitik er who portrayed
Parker in Eastwood's movie.
Robert Zemeck is also got snubbed
for his flawless, and no doubt
tedious, directing job on "Who
Framed Roger Rabbit," a movie in
which live action was infused with
animation on a scale that no one
had ever seen before. William
Dafoe was also given the brush off
for "The Last Ternptat ion Of
Christ"
and
"Mississippi
Burning." Although Tom Hanks
did an exceptional job, probably
the best in his career so far, he did
not deserve a nomination over
Dafoe for his portrayal of probably
one of the hardest characters to
play, Jesus Christ.
11 was a refreshing pleasure to see
movies like ...A Fish Called
Wanda," (the funniest movie of the
year) "Die Hard," (the best action
flick of the decade) and "Coming
To America" (an Eddie Murphy
masterpiece) get mention in this
years Oscar nominations. Unfortunately. the latter two of the three
movies all received technical or
costume design nominations, a
crime since Eddie Murphy, Arsenio
Hall and Bruce Willis v.. ere :-.0
believable in their respective roles.
The 61st annual Academy
Awards ceremony will take place
Wednesday, March 29th at the
Shrine Civic Auditorium in Los
Angeles California. ABC will
televise the ceremonies beginning at
8 p.rn.

The Son) Corporation and Columbia Pictures refused to comment
on the rumor that Sony, the multimillion dollar Japanese owned electronics manufacturer, has made a
deal to purchase Columbia Pictures
Entertainment from the C~a-Cola
Company which controls 49010 of the
movie company.
Bot h, sh o w business trade
newspapers Daily Variety and The
Hollywood Reporter reported
the deal was done. Last year, Sony
completed its purchase oi CBS
Records for about $2 billion.
Rumors regarding Sony's buying of
a major film studio have been circulating in Hollywood for months,
and the company has been linked to
MGM/UA as well as Columbia.

'1

0•

1

TIME I'C" one of the leading
book and magazine publishers which
also has extensive cable television
holdinas, has announced that it
plans to merge with \\'AR~ER
COMML"~ICATIO'S ,INC.. the
Hollywood movie and record company that also has its hands in the
cable television industry, The New
York Times reported in its Sunday,
March 5th edition.
The merger, involving an exchange of stock only, would create
the largest media and entertainment
conglomerate in the world and
would create a new company;
TIME WARNER INC., that would
have a total stock market value of
$J 5.2 billion and a revenue of $10
billion a year. The creation of
TIME WARNER INC. would also

Pqe 817

NEXT ISSUE: HOW WELL
DID ,WY EARL Y DECEMBER
OSCAR PREDICTIONS FAIR
AGAI.'\'ST THE ACTUAL
.'\/O,WINA TIONS? PLUS: "THE
TICKER" EDITORIAL STAFF
AND COLUWNISTS CHOOSE
THEIR CHOICES FOR OSCAR
GOLD!!
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February 22nd because of the omission of the presentation of the first
rap Grammy from television. Kool
Moe Dee. who had presented the
award for best male R&B artist, has
caught a lot of flack for his refusal
to participate in the boycott.
Michael Greene. t he president of
the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences, the
organization responsible for the
awards and their telecast, called the
boycott a "nonissue."
The
Gloved One, Michael Jackson. has
ended his long-term association
with Frank DiLeo, his manager of
o> the past five .vears. Rumor has it
o' -that Michaet sought the mange
Q.
because of his disappointment in
the salt of "Bad'" ("Bad" has
sold 2U million copies worldwide,
six million of those in the States.)
This is the second time in a month
that a major superstar has split with
his management: Prince separated
from
his
management
fi rm - Ca va llo . Ruffalo, and
Fargnn/r-in January ... Rev. Jesse
Jack sons campaign to spread the
v ALENTINE'S RAPPERS: use of the term "AfricanRun-D.\4C got to compose their American" has hit the music inlatest rap, recently-for The New dustry. The issue was brought to the
York Times on Valentine's Day. forefront' after George Michael 's
DMC wrote the first part of t hc lov e . 'Faith"
album won favor it erap. while OJ Run used a poem he soul/R&B vocalist category at the
had written for his wife for the se- recent American Music Awards
cond part. The rap appeared on the ceremony. Two local radio stations.
Time's Op-Ed page .... T'Wo singles WRKS-FM and WBI.S-FM, have
off of Cherelles "Affair" album, been phasing in the term over the
the title track and "Hearsay" (with last few months a" an alternative to
Alexander O'Neal) are current lv be- the existing label, "black." A third
ing remixed by Keith Cohen at Lar- area station, all-news \\'LI8-FM.
rabee Studios in U)" Angeles ... has been using the term "AfricanVanessa Williams ' next single, "Be American" for alrno st a year. It is
A Man." i... being remixed for kind of obvious that the adoption
12-inch release ... LL Cool J, DJ of this term in categorizing our
Jaz:v Jeff and 'he Fresh Prince, music scares the daylights out of the
and Satt-N-Pepa all boycotted the est ablishrneru: Billboard magazine
Grammy Awards ceremony on had the issue featured on the front

NOTES

The second good thing about the
album i s that there are no weak cuts
on it. Jellybean was freestvle's
foremost authority when he reigned
at the Funhouse. The three cuts
listed here are the album's best.
(Don ': let anyone try and tell you
that \1adonna's "Sidewalk Talk"
should be listed.) "The Mexican"
was a remake of an old ballad
originally written by Ennio Morricone, who wrote the music for the
movie "The Untouchables. "Was
Dog A Doughnut," although
credited to Yusuf Islam, is really a
remake of the Cat Stevens
break beat by the same name. The
nastiest cut of them all-maybe of
the 'Bean's producing career-is
the John Rob ie-wr itte n and
-arranged "Dancing On The Fire."
Talk about Jellybean rocks the
house!! A Danceteria-nut's dream ,
.....On The Fire" slayed all the
eclectics and baseheads. God have
mercy on whoever had the audacity
to sing the remake: no one can come
close to duplicating Audrey
Wheeler's performance, except
maybe Chaka Khan six years and
Cool M~ Dee is c=aldlina .101 of f1ac'k from Iris fellow rappen al»out aUencllnR
forty pounds ago.
. . _. . .
. _. _ .
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By GEORGIA KONTOS
What would the average man do
if he bumped into beauti ful women
every time he blinked his eyes? John
Ritter, who stars as Zach in "Skin
Deep." has t he perfect answer. Go
for it now, worry about the
disasters later.
"Skin Deep" is an outrageous
comedy about the misadventures of
a man trying to win back his wife.
Zach is a compulsive womanizer
whose failed marriage comes as a
surprise to no one but him. Falling
flat on his face everytime an intriguing female crosses his path, Zach
. knows he should change his ways.
but spends most of his time changing his women.
It all starts when his wife Alex.
played by Alyson Reed. returns
home unexpectedly and finds
Zach's mistress about to shoot him
because she also arrived unexpectedly and.found him in bed with
her hairdresser. What a life!
After Zachs house gets torched.
Barney (Vincent Gardenia), of
Barney's Bar and Grill is one of the
ears Zach pours his woes. He also
meets Lonnie. played by Rave
HoI/iI, Ms. Los Angeles 1988
Bodybuilding Champion. Lonnie is
one hell of a female who makes
Zach feel. \\CII. just a litt Ie bit self
conscious about his limp body .
The Jays roll by as Zachs eyes
roll every time a female is within 100
feet near him. As if his problems
weren't enough, a leather fitted
beauty decides to silently seduce
him. Too quick to return her passion, Zach finds his life in the hands
of her rather wacky Australian
heav y metal rocker boyfriend. He
brought some private Aussie toys
that make Zach glow in the dark.
Zach's lawyer and friend, Jake
(Joel Brooks), spends his time alternat ina between real concern for his
friends and his many problems,
most of which involve illegalities
and hysterical laughter at Zachs
ant ics-s-wine , women and an occasional song. How's that for a complete combo!
The ex-mother-in-law is the icing
on the cake. Zach is a mother-inlaw's worst nightmare and
"mother," played by Nina Foch, is
goi ng to have t he last word. even if
it kills her', (or her dog).
John Ritter was hysterical with
his slapstick humor. An Emmy and
a Golden Globe winner for the comedy hit series "Three's Company,"
he is accustomed to playing roles
with many women. "Skin Deep"
was written and directed by Blake
Edwards whose other credits include the "Pink Panther" series
and "Victor/Victoria,"
This movie was hysterical. "Jack
Tripper" fans who miss "Three's
Company" can rejoice, he's back in
a role that's going to make you roll
~~r. in !~u_g!t!~rJ .
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Stereotype Review
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an idyllic comfort, a passively green
and wooded area. The leaves were
to the underground platform, he
young, the birds returning. Spring
smelled cups of coffee with and
sprung
on the 21st.
without sugar somewhere. He
What happened after that? He
boarded the Long Island Rail Road
was
som ewhere on the 47th floor. J.
. at the Murry Hill station. Were
Alfred Prufrock said, "How soon
there clouds in the coffee? The 8: II
can
you start?' Smiling, that's all he
peak train was not on time. A monremembered.
thly pass costs $100 yet the 8:11
Spring was spent getting used to
peak train was late. Did anyone
his new work. Sometimes he still
think of it? Everyone aligned
couldn't believe that he was really
themselves close to the double
doors, or where they believed the working for Stereotype Review, the
greatest magazine in the world of
double doors would be when the
everything
audio and stereo. Really,
late peak train finally arrived. The
really working for them. But it was
people going to work wore cortrue. It seemed like forever had
porate dress; everyone else wore,
passed before his name appeared on
well, who really cares? He was gothe publications masthead, but it
ing to an interview, so he was
did. All over America, in certain
on the borderline between the corcities in Europe, and in Japan, his
porate and the casual. He dressname appeared on Stereotype
ed in a gray two-piece suit, his tie
Review's famous masthead.
arranged in the thinnest fold. Final900,000
copies. 900,000 times his
ly, it came. He saw the dim lights in
name appeared, all over the wide.
the distance. As the bells rang
wayward world. He was tickled
through the clear morning air, the
doors closed quickly. Someone was beyond a mortal pitch. Over licks-of
ice cream, half-price tickets to the
wearing Calvin Kelin's Eternity:
Public Theatre, and beneath the
The train started to pull away from
rich blue sky, summer waxed and
Murray Hill. Glancing from his
waned.
window, he saw a latecomer runnSummer, fall. He was now used
ing down the stairs franticallv, wavto everything about Stereotype
ing his arms like mad. No no no.
Review. He relished the charm of
Too late. Two minutes later. (he
{rain pulled into therhick midst 01 an its ideosyncracies .with .a certain

familiarity. He breathed and lived
his work like a machination. of
capitalism. Shem was his friend.
Carmen Kismet his mentor. J.
Alfred Prufrock his ignoble boss .
Colita his, well Colita was, Colita
was quite indescribable. She was a
light, a wonder...a Colita. What
other name could possibly say it all?
He had never heard the name
before, but now that it was known
to him. nothing could ever take its
place. She was the most beautiful -heap of hair he had ever seen. Did
she know what thoughts raced
through his blood whenever she innocently tossed her tresses, or
smoothingly parted her curls? This
was like asking whether or not the
falling tree in the forest makes a
sound if no one is around to hear it.

Interview. Walking down the stairs

-

Walkinz into the swinging double doors, ~ his entire spirit gloomy
and his body insufficiently rested
from sleepless nights. he braced
himself for yet another long and
grueling day at the office. Longed,
not because he was bored, but
because there was so much to be
done and grueling because his boss
would insure that. It would probably be at least another twelve to
fourteen hours before he could even
begin. ro.comemplate the possibility

'If making his way home. J.Alfred
Prufrock would grumble and say
think of it as overtime. But hi., boss
didn't realize that he thought of it
not as overtime but as of his time.
Labor laws were being violated. J.
Alfred Prufrock was doing the
violating. Who really cares if the car
stereo issue had to be all typeset and
correctly laid out by Friday? It was
not his fault everything was entirely
off schedule. The endless stream of
proofs and galleys came to his mind
with a rush; the editing editing and
more endless editing. With this
heart warming thought. he stepped
into the elevator. Sardines. Pack.
Push. Pinch. Look at your feet.
Look at the numbers. Then, just as
the doors were closing, he looked
up and happened to see the most
delightful sight passing by. Then
the doors closed and she was gone.
Who was she? What a brave new
world it is that there are such people
in it. Maybe today would be the day
that changed everything. Forever.
In the elevator rising, someone was
wearing a soft suggestion. So
smooth. So silken. So sensual.
HDo you think you're going to be
finished by this Friday?" It was J.
Alfred Prufrock , his ignoble boss.
"What do you mean?" he asked,
rather quite innocently, but J ..
Alfred Prufrock took it as a sign of
sarcastic contempt and insubordination. Already his face was
growing red from anger.
"I mean exactly what I said! Do
you think you'll be finished by --"
Shern, who had just walked in,
cut J. Alfred Prufrock short. "Of
course, of course! We're going to
have everything!"
Pause. "Well, that's what I
wanted to hear. Why can't you be
more like Shem?" With that, he
turned and stepped into his office,
shutting the door quickly and noisily behind him.

"What's all this barking and
shouting about?' he ironically asked Shem. 'I thought he was supposed to be in a good mood this morning." He said it loud enough for
him
hear.
Shern siient ly reprimanded him
(friends can do this). and asked him
with his eyes to follow him.
Together they walked silently to
their office. "Open the door. I want
to talk to you."
"1 don't have the key."
Shem looked at him with those
long sad eyes. "Did you leave the
key inside the room again?"
He thought hard for a moment.
'No, I just said, I don't have-"
Shern didn't want to sigh. so he
only said, "1 left early last night.
You locked up."
He thought harder. Pause pause.
Deep thought: oh, yeah ...
"Oh, yeah?"
Was it possible any person can
do something so stupid so manv
times in one week? He stuck his •
fingers deep into his pockets and
felt all around. He nearly tore some'
holes: savagely. Shem was holding a
brown paper bag with the name
Cornucopia written on it, All sorts
of fruits were in the picture, too.
The inescapable smell of coffee was
rising out from the bag. And there
was something else, too. He could
smell the warm butter metting into
the toasted bagel, flooding the
nooks and crannies. Or was it an
English mu ffin? It was' so soft and
creamy. Perhaps it happened to be
. a biali.
Shern sighed. "It's all right. I'll
call Utilities and ask them to open
it."
He watched him walk over to a
desk, put down the brown paper
bag and pick up the phone. He I
followed him, more out of curiosity
than from any embarrassment or
(Continued on page 820)
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BARUCH COLLEGE TRAVEL CLUB PRESENTS
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25 DAYS
11 COUNTRIES
ENGLAND· FRANCE • BELGIUM • HOUAND
WEST GERMANY • SWITZERLAND
UECHTENSTEIN· AUSTRIA· ITALY
VAnCAN CITY • GREECE • CREEK ISLANDS
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The perfect escape from t)v~ryd.)y 11ft: Captun
()ll the flavor of European oties and countrysice

then bask In the ~olden Creoan sun. From Pan
"CIt)' of Ughts to a "Frtness Or Fun" stay at
AESU's exclusive CLUB ALPINA. Spectacular
sights and sounds abound.

All-inclusive land pr"O€ram starting in
LONDON and terminating in ATHENS. as
explained In Itinerary.

AESU INClUDES:
• AU Hotel accommodations. With private bathl
shower 0. oouoie-occuoaocv'
• All breakfasts 161. three-course dmners IO! and
iuncnes ILl as indicated in Itinerary
• All transportation in Europe,
• AU scheduled sigh~ing and entrance fees.
• All local guides, PLUS services of AESU's station
managers. PLUS a private tour escort throughout
• All amenities of AESU's "CLUB AEGEAN" and
CLUB ALPINA.
• AESU T-Shirt,lJJegage Tags and Travel Guides.
• AU. service charees and local taxes. PLUS over

TCJES.

INCLUDED
BONUS HIGHUGHTS:
wercorne Onentat.on • fni':'Isn Char,·
net Crosvmg • French Brstro Dinnc- •
Pans by ~Ight • Se.r.e RI ..-er Boat (n..;:,>('
• Perfume Factory VISit • Brusscts
Grand Place -rnoooesian RIJsnafcl DiOner • Amsterdam (anal Boat R,c., •
Edam Che-ese Farm· Bfcyclro€ ,n \\',r.d·
mrll Country- Diamond-cutting Fac rorv
• Herneken Brewery. Cotogne Cotri«
Cathedral • Rrune River Cr.JlSE:' • German Bratwur"5t & Beer • He1c1elberg
Castle & ~(fS largest Wine Barrel •
Hansel & Gretel's Black ~t· Roarioe Rhine Falls • liechtenstein • Alpine
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Lq -SAT. AfRl8,t'8' 8fM
(APRILB 2PM)

eARlICI-I C
G£ STUDIO ll-IfATRr
17 LEXINGTON AVEo (23~d St.) RM.911
T.lCK.ETS $q. .00
(212.) 725-318if

Mountain Picnic • Munich Glockenspiel
• salzburg Sound of Mustc • AESU's
AlPINA Rtness & Fun: Hike Swim
Tennis. sauna • Venice Crand' Cana;
Cruise • Murano GIass-bklwine ~
shop • Florentine Leather ~ •
Michelangelo's "D.wid".l.avtsh Roman
Banquet • Rome's Irevi fountaIn &
Ancient I~~uminated Ruins • Vatican Oty
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• Pompei] Volcano Excavations • Over-
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naettt Greek Cruise • Delphi's -(Ka<le·· •
Island of Poros and Exclusive C1ut

Aegean • Saj'joe Through the Gree"
Isles • watermelon Feast • Lemon
Craves Taverna Party • OCtopus &
Ouzo • Zorba Dance Perlonnan<:e •
farewell Costume Party • AcropoliS
Sound & Ught Drama • Athen's Famous
P1aka District ... AND MUCH MORE!
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The Luckiest

Kirby plays the hot tempered
Hollywood director who gives
Rigby his first commercial. You
won't be a fool if you see this
movie, but then again, there are
better things that you can do with
six dollars. Go to McOonalds and
have a feast. Then if you're still interested, wait a couple of months
until this movie is released on video
tape.

(hat." Really stunned. "Are you
serious?" Shem didn't answer. Suddenly, a knock came at the door.
The two men quickly slided into
their respective places and made as
if they had been hard at work.
"Come in," Shem invited.
"The door's locked." said the
voice outside. It was Carmen
Kismet. the ad executive for
Stereotype Review.
.. W ell well well." Shern opened
the door. "if the door is locked.
maybe that means something."
With his eyes he invited her inside.
She wore a burning red dress with a
black cashmere. belt. U\\'ell if it
isn't Carmen Kismet. what do you
think?" Shem looked out into the
hallway to see if anyone else was
lurking about.
"Hi. Shem," she walked briskly
past him and turned to the other
young man in the room. He was still
reading Prufrock's poem: amused.
"Uh hum." He raised his eyes and
found Kismet. The fresh scent of
jasmines burst through the room.
the kind that had perfumed his
troubled dreams the past three
nights.

shame. Something: sure did smell
awfully tempting inside that brown
paper bag with the word Cornucopia written on it.
"Okay." Shem said as he closed the
door. "there's something I want to
show you."
"\\'hat's that'?"
"First of all, it's a biali, see. not a
bagel." .
He laughed. "]s that so?"
"That s not all."
"What's that?"
Shern offered him half of his buttered biali, which he politely refused of course. "\\.ell," Shern took a
big bite of biali and sipped a bit of
burning coffee. "Look what I
found." He showed him a piece of
paper. "Go on, read it." He took
the paper.
Let us go then, you and I,
When the evening is spread out
against the sky
Like a patient etherized upon a
table;
Let us go, through certain halfdeserted streets...
, 'So what?" Shern wiped his
mouth; the word Cornucopia was
written on the napkin. "Do you
know where I found that?"
His eyes narrowed suspiciously.
"Did you write this?"
She m shook his head with a
disgust that was almost violent.
Maybe it was the coffee. Maybe. "I
found that on '01 Prufrock's computer.
He was stunned. "\Vhat?"
Shern knew that he was now
By ROBERTA RANSAW
understood. So he took his time tc ;
If
you like your movies to be
chew the biali really well. He didn't
.
served
with a sprinkle of romance, a
want to choke now. More chewing.
pinch of cuteness _and some song
.. J. AI fred Prufrock --" swallow,
.. J. Alfred Pr u fr o c k wrote I and dance from the Gene Kelly and

Movie
in the
World

__
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By CAITLIN MOLLISON
There are some people in this
world who 'never have a kind word
for anyone. They go through life
causing as much pain to others as
they possibly can, usually unaware
that they even do so. Unfortunately, most of these same people, who
have spent their lives being
needlessly cruel, never get a chance
for redemption. In The Luckiest
Man In The World, we get a glimpse at a man who has a chance [0 do
just that.
Sam Posner, played by Philip
. Bosco, is a truly evil man, as we
-find out in the first few minutes of
the film. He is mean to the
employees of his Fashion A venue
company, he is ruthless both in
business and his personal life and he
is generally unpleasant and demanding. He underpays his unionized
workers, treats his wife and mistress
horribly and refuses to speak to his
son because he is gay. Although this
seems like a lot to take in during the
first five minutes of a film, we find
~ll this. out in the opening scene,
Just to Illustrate for us what kind of
man Sam is.
The wealthy Posner is driven to

AN

ALBUM
STRICKLY
FOR
DIE-HARDS
Bob Dylan and The Grateful Dead
-Dylan And The Dead
Columbia Records
Released by Columbia Records:

Dylan and The Dead is a seven
track album featuring Bob Dylan
on vocals and The Grateful Dead as
the back-up band. Recorded live in
July 1987, these are songs that
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. The
I Funny
File

is an interesting movie that is both
satirical and comical. One scene has
Posner trying to give money to Mrs.
Gonzalez (Yarnil Borges), the
widow of the man who died in the
plane crash after buying Sam's seat.
As he arrives at her house in a slum
area of Newark, New Jersey, he
quickly finds out that Gonzalez was
a drug dealer, hated by all and Sam
is hailed as a hero. He ends up partying with Mrs. Gonzalez, her
friends and her neighbors all night
long.
Philip Bosco, primarily a stage
actor, does an excellent job portraying Posner, who is both hateful and
loveable. Posner is a difficult role
to playas he is a basicallv
selfish man who tries to change his
ways. without really knowing how.
Bosco is able to capture this ambiguity very well. Other stand-outs
include Doris Belack as Mrs.
Posner, whose bitter acceptance of
her failed marriage gets her through
life, and Yamil Borges as Mrs. Gonzalez.
The movie seems to be saying
that past wounds and mistakes cannot be healed or corrected overnight, although at the end, Posner
has gotten everything he wanted.
What we don't know is whether or
~ot this is real as he continually slips
In and out of a daydream-like state
throughout the movie. The
Luckiest Man In The World is an
enjoyable couple of hours in the
Frank Capra mode wit h a little bit
of The Secret Life of Walter Mittv
thrown in for good measure, which
will leave everyone wondering what
they'd do with a second chance.

I

I

NINGS

the airport by his chauffeur
Cleveland (Arthur French), to leave
for a business trip. The traffic is
bad on t he way, however. so poor
old Cleveland ends up getting an
earful from his employer. Little
does Sam know that the conaested
traffic will save his life.
~
As he arrives at the airport, he
becomes aware of a crowd gathered
around the ticketing information
desk. People are crying, but Posner
pushes his way up to the front
anyway to inquire if his plane has
left yet. What the ticket agent
tells him nearly makes him reel
from the shock of it all; the plane
has crashed upon take off. "What
makes you so special?" the angry
and grief-stricken crowd asks him.
"You're the luckiest man in the
world." they chant:
Sam heads for the airport
bat hroom to splash water on his
face when a mystery man in one of
the stalls advises him to try to make
up for his past mistakes. Before
Sam can figure out what's happening, the man is gone. He leaves the
bathroom wit h a new outlook on
1i fe_
•
Within the next 24 hours, Sam
tries to save his marriage. win the
respect of his competitors, make up
for the malr reat rnent of his
employees, appease his mistress and
come to grips with his sons'
lifestyle, Unfortunately, all his attempts are unsuccessful and thev
ultimately backfire because he tries
to buy back much of what he's
done wrong and also because it is
really too late,
The Luckiest Man In The World
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SPORTS

Statesmen
Lose In Semi's
(Continued from Page 824)

PUCKYOUI

And Other Sport Thoughts
By MICKEY KRAMER

Straw in 1981,'
He 'sstill a baby!

Are you sick of Darryl
Strawberry's broken "Promises"
and worthless "Threats?"
I sure am.
In this spring's episode, the
multi-talented, but very loquacious
Strawman has promised,
A
monster year" and then, "I'm
gone."
Is this a rerun?
Strawberry is a terrifying slugger,
but is not an excellent baseball
player. For every ball hit his way,
there must be a short, silent prayer.
His baserunning is atrocious; i.e.
he Mets had runners on first and
third. Straw on first. The pitcher
faked to third to lull the runner on
first. It worked. Darryl is the only
player to ever get caught by that
schoolyard trick. And lest we
forget, his apparent fear of hitting
the cutoff man on any semblance of
a regular basis.
Every spring he promises the upcoming year to be "His." This year
he has added a "Maybe I'll hit 50
(home runs) this year."
And then- it never fails- he
goes into an early or mid-season
slump, hears the boo birds and
sounds off with a. "No matter what
I do, the fans will never be
satisfied.' •
That fact is probably true. hut he
exposes himself to even greater expectations when he says little things
like, "Maybe I'll hit 50 this year."
Strawberry is a near-gem. He has
steadily improved his hitting AND
he has shown some leadership (illustrated by hs willingness to play
the day his daughter was born).
And the. Mets would have next to
no chance of winning without him,
but it's time to play ball and stop
talking BULL.
C<
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He then added that John will be
He deserves a ton of money. And
fired
for not removing himself from
if he has his uMonster year," he'll
a game soon enough.
get the "Monster bucks."
His "I'm gone" threats are also
Then J awoke. .
getting a bit nauseating.
That couldn't happen could it?
Bob Probert was a taJented
. Please Darryl, live up to your
OWN lofty standards; and keep
player for the Detroit Red Wings.
your mouth shut.
Cocaine defeats even the
Speaking of Big-mouths, how
talented; i.e. George Gervin, Len
'bout that Rickey Henderson?
Bias eel.
His, UNegotiate now, or PH see
After countless· trips to alchohol
rehab, Probert is in deep trouble for
ya" sounds quite a bit like...
Gerald Wilkins heading the
smuggling the "Demon Powder."
Knick's second unit is Coack Rick
Maybe the rockiest of bottoms
Pitino's crowning glory.
will finally force him to get help;
At least until the Knicks are
And want it.
crowned NBA Champs.
On a much more pleasant note:
The Phil Esposito Fun-Fact
Guy La uFlower" has proved all his
Returns: Craig Patrick made 19
critics wrong. It has been an utter
trades in his six years as Ranger
thrill to see him play.
G.M. Esposito completed his 19th
Comeback Player of the Year is a
trade on Sept. 8, 1987, after only 14 lock.
Strawberry's sour grapes: He
months at the helm.
Jamie Quirk has the most home
wants to renegotiate his contract
runs of any Major Lsaguer, whose
UP. If he has a poor year, will he
renegotiate DO WN?
last name begins with a "Q".
DS: "Mr. Cashen, I only hit 30
You CAN sleep better now, can't
dingers, and drove in 90 runs, plus I
you?
led
the league in errors. I don't
Buck Williams is one of the best
kept secrets in the NBA.
deserve the money I'm getting,
The Nets have improved, but please lear up mycontract, I want
less... Or I'm gone!"
Buck deserves to be let out for good
behavior.
The Mookie and Lenny situation
shouldn't be as touchy as it is.
I mean really. they are getting
paid one million and 575,000
dollars respectively to play half a
baseball season.
I respect their desire to play every
day, but it can't be THA T terrible,
can it?
A friend (Yankee fan) suggested
that by the end of.the season, Tommy Jobn and Ron Guidry will be
z
manager and pitching coach respec•.
9
tively.
Wheres Dallas? "In the booth."

he replied.
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With Heads Held High
By MICKEY KRAMER
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Ladies End Season
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There they were. After beginning
their season with one win in their
first nine games, the ladies on
Baruch's basketball team held a
seven point second half lead over
City College in the semi-finals of. the
CUNY Tournament.
"It wasn't meant to be." Point
guard, Stephanie Varcados said this
after her team fell to CCNY 60-44.
"We were making good shots, but
nothing was falling," she adds.
What was meant to be was that
the Stateswomen were to better
their record by five games over last
season.
In the opening round of the
CUNY Tournament, Baruch blew
out York by a 57-28 final. The team
led 30-6 at the half. CU~y M.V.P.,
Hilary Williams and Varcados combined for 13 steals in the first half
alone.
What was the highlight of your
season? Coach Penny Weiner says,
"There were several. Beating John
Jay the last game of the season
(after getting blown out in the
season opener). Beating all the
teams that beat us last year. Also,
we earned respect from CCNY,
Hunter and especially John lay.
We're in the upper echelon, absolutely. ' ,

Center Wilda Colon says, ."We che Hudson Valley Tournament.
Varcados wants to make the
improved our record. People lookCUNY finals and to also win the
ed at Baruch... Like we were
Hudson Tourney.
something BIG."
Varcados' highlight was the two
Coach Weiner has some ideas for
point home defeat versus South- improvement. "Hopefully, next
Hampton. "They are a division two season, Sakena (Parker) will conschool. And we played really well tinue to develop. She showed a lot
against them." It should be noted late in the season and she can duke
that it was also the game in which it out with Wilda (for the starting
Varcados found herself on the line center position). Also, I'll be lookwith three seconds left and Baruch ing for a point guard, so I can move
down by three. She hit the first. But
Stephanie (Varcados) to the off
as Weiner says, "We don't teach guard. I want more outside scoring
them how to miss."
and a more balanced attack.
On her biggest disappointment, Almost all of our scoring came
Weiner pointed towards the Hud- from Maria (Epp) and Hilary
son Valley Tournament final versus (Williams). "
Williams, by the way, finished in
John Jay. "We had 40 turnovers.
That's disappointing enough. We the top ten in the country in scoring
and rebounding.
should've won."
Both Weiner and Colon mentionYarcados also singled out that
.
ed
assistant coach John Krochak
game. "Very disappointing. We
for special praise. Colon adds, "I
didn't play up to our capabilities."
want to thank John. He worked
Colon also echoed similar hard and he improved a lot of us as
thoughts, "We were aiming to get
ballplayers.' ,
them. We had them. We could've
As a final thought, Weiner comwon. "
ments, "This season was a sucOn her hopes for next year, Col- cessful year for us. We came
on says, "We expect to position close.•. We played as a team, we imourselves so that we can beat proved and we gained respect. And
anybody. If we play as a team, we that's something we're proud of."
And rightfully so.
can do it." She also wants to take
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Greaves miss; Greaves hit from
downtown, Sean Jones hit a layup
as did Reid, and 10 and behold.
Hunter was only ahead 51-49. From
there, the game see-sawed. Hunter
would take a four point lead and
Baruch would cut it back to two.
That would last until 2:27 left in
regulation. After a costly lane violation by Hunter and Greaves hitting
1-2 from the line, cutting Hunter's
lead to 58-56, Greaves launched a
three pointer that sailed through the
net to give Baruch its first lead since
early in the first half at 59-58.
The . crowd was goi ng wild.
Hunter tied it at 59-59 with a free
throw. Reid's Skyhook with 1:03
remaining gave Baruch the lead for
good at 63-61. Murrays steal with
:50 left and Freeman's two free
throws with light seconds to go iced
the game and Baruch upset Hunter
65-61 in a fantastic finish.
Coach Ray Rankis was obviously
happy with his team's comeback.
"We played hard in the. beginning
bu t we weren't getting good court
balance. They shut us down and we
couldn't adjust. We made a run and
Hunter became tenative because
they didn't have that. comfort
zone ... You could see that we were
nervous early, but guys like Gurin
and Reid came around and played
very well."
Gurin commented, "it was a
great game to be part of. It's good
to go out a winner. We were underdogs and proved them Wrong."
Murray added, "the Fan support
was tremendous. The team showed
determination for wanting to win. .
We just gave it our all. Even if we
losr, we gave it our best effort.';
Freeman, who made those two
last second free throws to ice the
game said, of his clutch shots, "I
was a little nervous because if I
didn't hit any, anything could have
happened."
And Jones s.aJQ_heJrne-w.Baruch_
would win. u At 7;00 of the first
half I looked at a fan. He said
'Come on Sean!' I then guaranteed
a win for us."
The high scorer for Baruch was
Greaves with 25 points. Gurin had
10 and Reid 8.
Next up for Baruch was CSI in
the Semi-finals. During the regular
season. Baruch lost twice to CSI by
deficits of 29 and 21 points.
Typically, Baruch played well for
eleven minutes. After being down
7-2 after two minutes, the
Statesmen settled down. They took
a 19-14 lead on an O'Connor three '
pointer at 7:28 but CSI tied it.
Kevin June and Gurin combined to
make the score 23-19 at 10:27 but
that was all for the Baruch
highlights. CSI went on a 15-0 run
to put the game out of reach.
Baruch trailed 46-32 at the half.
The second half was worse for
Baruch.
The Statesmen continued to miss
shots, but were also victimized by
some very questionable calls.
Referees Pat Wien and Jack
Sweeny were calling a horrible
game. Reid fouled out with 11: 14
left because of a bogus call on his
fourth foul. June came in and
played well, both offensively and
defensively. In his limited time.
June had 9 points and 5 rebounds.
Reid fouled out with 17 points and
4 rebounds .
CSI dominated the rest of the
game. Baruch made some nice individual plays but CSI wouldn't let
Baruch playas a team.
Final score: CSI 97 Baruch 75
Greaves, who was practically invisible. finished with 14 points.
On the game, Coach Rankis said,
"We couldn't stop them. We tried a
zone (defense) they beat us we tried
a man (defense), and they beat us .
We didn't have the defensive matchups to play them. When we'd
block inside, they'd hit from outside. When we guarded outside,
they burned us inside... We did play

TbeTieker

well for a while. Then they hit a
three pointer, we got hit with a
technical foul (on Jones). we committed turnover and it was hard to
get back into synch."
CSI center Rob Roesch knew that
CSI would win. "We played our
game. We beat them twice this
season. Our. goal was to get to the
finals and nothing was going to get
in our way."
Greaves said, "They were a better team. It was a great game."
CSI went on to win the CUNY
championship, beating Lehman
55-48. Lehman has beaten CCNY
to get into the finals. On the bright
side, Baruch won the CUNY
cheerleading competition, which
was held before the championship
game.

SPORTS
In theOopsI'Forgot Dept: David "The WaIP' Rosado made the
All-Tournament Team for the Southampton Windmill Volleyball
classic.
Speaking of Rosado; on the sidelines of a recent home game, he
came up with the perfect Baruch cheer. He was heard saying,
"Baruch means BUSINESS... And a whole lot more."
Yo Ladies: For anyone interested in getting a headstart on next
year's volleyball or basketball teams contact the physed dept. for
further info.
Foiled Again: Grace Brissett, of the Baruch Stateswomen , won
the CUNY Foil Fencing Championship.
All-Star: Tyrone Greaves joined Hilary Williams as the only
Statespeople to make the first team CUNY all State Team.
-Mickey Kramer

l~' ·Whi~h~·diaftedCIt~i~Cikiey?· I
. 2- Who is the only player to start a Pro Bowl at three different positions?
'. Who last fought Muhammad Ali?
4- Name two of the four 1980 U.S.
Olympians to later skate for the New York Rangers? 15- Whoissecond on the
New Jersey Nets in career games behind Buck Williams?/ 6- The Mets traded Lee
Mazilli i? 198~. Who did they receive?' 7.;.··· WD.ic:btJ~:star"ll~ die mOSt.~~r,;sa~ts.~ ,~
.8- Where dId PhIl Esposito begin his NHL career? r~ ·'tJf,,~ Battley;
tCliene·.or· ":<>;00'
Sam Perkins, which was not on the 1984 Gold medal winninz Olvrnnic team?
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From NEW YORK

From NEW YORK
To:
Los Angeles
san Francisco
Denver
Honolulu
Antigua
Aruba
Barbados
Curacao
Freeport
Kingston
MontegoBay
Nassau
Port au Prince
Port of Spain
santo Domingo
sanJuan
St. Croix
St. Maarten
St. Thomas

One Way R.Trip

To:

$160.00 $ 320.00
$160.00 $ 320.00
$160.00 $ 320.00
$ 599. 00
'$ 359.00
$ 379.00
$ 359.00
$ 379.00
$139. 00 $ 249. 00
$ 309.00
$ 309.00
$139. 00 $ 249. 00
$ 329.00
$ 379.00
$ 319.00
$139. 00 $ 249.00
$ 299.00
$ 359.00
$139. 00 $ 249.00

Amsterdam
Athens
Barcelona
Cooenhaaen
Duessoldorf
Frankfurt
Geneva
Hamburg
Helsinki
Istanbul
Lisbon
London
Munich
Madrid
Milan
Nice
Oslo
Paris
Rome

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

One VVay R. Trip

$199. 00
$ 270.00
$ 290. 00
$ 259. 00
$ 250. 00
$ 220. 00
$ 219. 00
$ 219. 00
$ 289. 00
S 299.00
$ 239.00
S 179.00
S 229. 00
$ 239.00
S 259.00
S 260.00
S 259. 00
$ 219.00
S 269. 00

$ 390.00
$ 510.00
$ 570.°°
$ 518.00
$ 490.°0
$ 440.00
$ 438.00
$ 438.00
$ 570.00
$ 530.00'
$ 478.00
S 358.00
S 458.00
$ 478.00
S 499.00
S 510.00
S 518.00
S 438. 00
S 538.00

From NEW YORK
To:

One Way R.Trip

Stockholm
Tel Aviv
Vienna
Zurich ---Malaga
Brussels
Stuttgart
-------Daressalaam
Harare
Johannesburg
Karachi
Nairobi

$ 279. 00 $ 558.00
S 29~.00 $ 580.00
$ 239.00 $ 478.00
_$_2J9. 00 $ 438.00
$ 299. 00 $ 580.°0
$ 209. 00 $ 418.°0
$ 219. 00 $ 438.°0
$ 860. 00 $1110. oc
$ 860. 00 $1110. oc
$ 690.00 $1180. oc
$ 470.00 $ 920.°0
$ 870. 00 $1170. oc
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-Bates shown are lowest midweek fare.
-All departure/airport taxes additional
-Bates subject to change without notice
-No credit card payments
-Mix & Match available

CALL US FOil OTHEIl
GREAr TIIAVEL DEALS.
NO ADVANCE fJUIlCHASE.
350 Fifth Avenue #31'3
At the Elllplre State Building
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"FUN BUNCH"
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WIN

IN

SEVENTH
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IN A ROW

By STEVEN SCHEER
The regular season was over.
There were no more teams like
Pratt, Vassar and Stevens Tech;
just di vision ri vals Hunter,
Lehman, Staten Island, City College
Medgar Evers, York and John Jay.
All that was left was the City University of New York Conference Tour- .
nament. Eight teams playing in a
single elimination tournament. It
was do or die. The winners advance
and the losers pack it in for the
season.
The stage was set for the tournament, played at Nat Holman Gym
at City College starting on Feb. 20.
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··The ,",'aU" with the kill.

By MICKEY KRAMER
The team that does a "Fun
Bunch" routine after each victory
has had lots to celebrate lately.
The team extended its winning
streak to seven games with recent
victories over USMMA and
Lehman.
On the twenty-seventh of
February, the Statesmen put it
altogether to whip the Merchant
Marine Academy (15-:.t 5-10. 15-2).
In game one, Baruch reeled off
13 straight points after the score
was tied at two. The serving was exceptional on the part of David
Rosado, Huy Tran and Billy Sappia. All three used the jump serve
(which is equivalent to spiking the
ball from the service line). Rosado
even aced the nint h point. Johnson
Yuen and Sappia su pplied most of
the spiking.
The team slumped late in game
two and let a 10 to I lead slip to
12-10. But the crowd brought them
back to life.
About 50 spectators pushed the
men back (0 full throttle. In fact,
seven members of the women's
team showed their support.
. Early in game two, Baruch built a
9-0 lead. Tran served all the points.
His eighth was an ace.
Game two also was highlighted

bv- four kills bv. Richard Mei, ineluding the 15th and final point.
Game three was a laugher. The
bench was cleared early in the game
and the crowd erupted when Chris
Demers and Andrew Lee entered
the game.
Demers and Lee added the icing
on the cake as they each made a
spike to end the game and match.
Demers' kill was a back-row shot
which drew raves from teammates.
Was it a career highlight? Halfjokingly, Demers answered, •'One
of them."
Coach Stanley Barber spoke of
the match, "We wanted it."
Demers, who spoke of problems
the USMMA men caused duri ng
last year's women's game, said,
"I'm glad we beat the hell out of
them!"
On the third of March, Baruch
played an inferior Lehman squad.
The Statesmen won in three straight
games, but t he match was a struggle.
After falling behind 6-3 in the
opening game the team cruised the
rest of the way to a 15-7 final.
Baruch's defense and setting was
just not up to par throughout most
of the match. Sappia and Yuen
once again supplied most of the
skills.

Baruch again fell behind in game
two. This time by an eight to one
margin. t he tearn' s biggest problem
appeared to be its inability to pass
the ball (on the serve) to the setter.
Lehman showed its true abilities
and collapsed the rest of the way.
This game was the battle of errors and Baruch made less to win
by a 15-12 final.
The Statesmen settled down a little bit in the third and final game.
They won 15-7.
It certainly wasn't Baruch's best
effort.
Coach Barbot called the match,
"Lousy," but added, "It's hard to
get up for a poor team."
Demers adds, "It's like a
Lehman curse .... Even though
they're poor. It was good that we
beat them."
And Sappia summed up the
teams sluggish performance this
way, "We didn't play our best. We
have a tendency to go down to their
(A poor team's) level. At least we
won. "
After each victory, the team joins
in a Redskin-like circle to celebrate
its victory .
The routine is called the. "Fun
Bunch;" and this team is a fun
bunch.

The game of interest was Baruch
versus-thefavoud- HutltexEagles.
Like so many games this season,
Baruch remained close for the first
few minutes, taking an early 7-4
lead on a Randy Gurin ten footer at
4:30. But then Baruch collapsed.
Hunter's defense wasn't allowing
Baruch to penetrate inside so the
Statesmen had to rely on their outside shooting. That didn't work as
Cecilio Freeman, Brian O'Connor
and CUNY first team all star
Tyrone Greaves all missed three
point attempts within one minute.
During the first half alone, Baruch.
attempted nine. three-point shots.
with Greaves leading the way hitting
three of seven.
A4i\ the first half moved on, so did
Hunter. Hunter's offense was
playing well, which led to many fast
break points. Their zone defense
smothered Baruch. Even when
Baruch got a break or a steal, they
couldn't convert. This added up to
a 35-20 lead for Hunter with 3:35
left in the half.
._-----_.
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But as Yogi Berra once said, "it
ain't over till it's over." Down by
15 with three minutes to go, Baruch
started . to play a little better.
Greaves connected on a three
pointer, Gurin hit a fast break
layup and Freeman's nice drive to
the hoop made it 35-27. Hunter
went up by ten again but a soft
jumper at 19:30 by GuritHmd a Ben
Murray layup with one second remaining in ~~: :.alf cut Hunter's
lead to 37-31.
In the second half, Hunter
started playing well again. They
combined good team offense with a
pressure uD". Reid made the score
_3_7~.13_Q!l__Baruc.b~s __rl!st~s~ion __._
of'the half. but. then the Statcsm.en .
unravelled. Gurin threw the ball
away at 1:01, Hunter hit a three
pointer, Freeman missed a three
pointer and Hunter converted a 3
point play and the lead was back to
12 at 45-33 with 15:15 to go.
It appeared hopeless until the
Baruch fans started urging on the
team. Baruch showed some
character by slowly chipping away
at the lead. Hunter's coach. Ray
Amalbert made a poor coaching
decision by keeping two 6'6~' forwards on the bench. That left
Hunter with only one big guy in the
game in Ernie Williams - also at
6'6" .
Now Baruch had less to worry
about. They searched deep inside
themselves and gave it their all.

See Page 823
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Ladies Fallin CUNY's
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